
Hail Freedonia, Land of the Free!
De  satirische  maatschappijkritiek
van de Marx Brothers

De Amerikaanse Marx Brothers maakten
tussen  1929  en  1949  dertien  films.
C e n t r a a l  d a a r i n  s t a a t  d e  n o n -
conformistische,  vaak  surrealistische,
absurde humor van Groucho, Chico, Harpo
en (soms) Zeppo Marx. Het verhaal doet er
daarbi j  n iet  zoveel  toe .  De  f i lms
zijn  satirisch,  anti-establishment  en anti-
autoritair. In de jaren zeventig werden hun
films  door  de  protestgeneratie  van  die

dagen herontdekt. Niet alle films van de Marx Brothers zijn vandaag de dag nog
het aanzien waard.  Hoogtepunt in hun œuvre is  Duck Soup  (1933) –  zonder
meer de aller leukste antimilitaristische film ooit – een politieke satire die in de
jaren dertig gezien werd als kritiek op de totalitaire regiems in Duitsland en Italië
en waarvan de boodschap niet aan waarde heeft ingeboet.

It’s war!’… It’s war!’… At last!’ – De Marx Brothers in Duck Soup

Vaudeville
Gepokt  en  gemazeld  door  jarenlange  ervaring  in  het  Amerikaanse
vaudevilletheater in de jaren tien en twintig van de vorige eeuw, namen de Marx
Brothers in 1929 hun eerste speelfilm op, The Cocoanuts. Al bijna twintig jaar
toerden  de  broers  Groucho,  Chico,  Harpo,  en  later  ook  Zeppo,  met  hun
theaterprogramma’s door de VS: hilarische shows met nauwelijks een verhaallijn,
vol absurde dialogen en bizarre sketches. Groucho Marx (1890–1977), met licht
door de knieën gezakt loopje,  geverfde snor en continu sigaar rokend – lijkt
daarin  voortdurend  aan  het  woord:  ad  rem,  niets  en  niemand  ontziend  in
zijn commentaren en beledigingen, zowel tegen medespelers als publiek, altijd op
zoek naar een winstgevende deal of een rijke weduwe, maar vaak gaat dat samen.
Chico Marx (1887-1961) speelt een niet al te snuggere Italiaan, weliswaar een
virtuoos  pianist,  maar  veel  verder  dan  het  maken  van  woordgrappen  in
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overbodige dialogen met Groucho komt hij niet. Harpo Marx (1888-1964) is de
clown van het gezelschap, een ongeleid projectiel, die iedere situatie uitbuit om
een grap uit te halen, blonde vrouwen achterna jaagt, bestek, serviesgoed en
wekkers uit zijn jas tevoorschijn haalt, maar wel prachtig harp speelt. Hij zegt
nooit een woord en communiceert door middel van een autotoeter en door op zijn
vingers te fluiten. Zeppo Marx (1901-1979) is een humorloze straight man met
nauwelijks tekst. Na de vierde film van de broers verdween hij geruisloos uit
beeld.

Wanhoop en chaos
Hun eerste films, The Cocoanuts  (1929) en Animal
Crackers (1930) zijn eigenlijk niet meer dan gefilmde
registraties  van eerder  gespeelde theatershows.  In
The  Cocoanuts  wordt  de  draak  gestoken  met  de
grondspeculatie  in  de  jaren  twintig  in  Californië,
Animal  Crackers  is  een  satire  op  de  Amerikaanse
high  society,  die  zich  verpoost  op  feestjes,  in
Horsefeathers (1932) gaat het doen en laten op een
Amerikaanse  universiteit  op  de  schop.  De
verhalen  werden  voor  de  verfilmingen  wat  meer
gestrooml i jnd ,  maar  in  essent ie  b leven

het  theaterstukken.  In  Monkey Business  (1931)  en  Duck Soup  (1933)  is  het
statische van de toneelversies geheel verdwenen en komen de broers pas echt op
dreef. Deze twee films hebben – ook nu nog – een ongelooflijke vaart: snelle
montage en rappe dialogen. De volgende scene buitelt als het ware over de vorige
heen, grappen volgen elkaar in razendsnel tempo op. Groucho is voortdurend aan
het woord en lanceert de ene oneliner na de andere.
Harpo steelt de show met uiterst originele gimmicks en visuele grappen, Chico
laveert,  Italiaans-Engels  babbelend,  tussen  de  scènes  door.  Een  doorwrocht
verhaal hebben deze twee films niet,  maar dat is  ook niet nodig.  In Monkey
Business zijn de broers verstekelingen op een oceaanstomer, in Duck Soup staat
de  onenigheid  tussen  twee  dwergstaatjes  centraal.  Maar  juist  deze  simpele
situaties bieden meer dan voldoende ruimte om te talenten van de broers te
kunnen  etaleren.  Daarmee  drijven  ze  anderen  tot  wanhoop,  creëren  ze  een
gezonde chaos en voeren ze de absurditeit ten top. Binnen die situaties ontrolt
zich  een  caleidoscoop  van  onlogisch  opgebouwde  sketches,  woordspelingen,
onzinnige  hilarische  grappen,  beledigingen,  achtervolgingen  en  overbodige
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dialogen.  Autoriteiten  worden  geïntimideerd,  ambtenaren  en  directeuren,
gezagsdragers als politici en agenten, dwars gezeten en voor gek gezet. Ladies
in  society  worden  geschoffeerd  en  beledigd.  Bij  de  slachtoffers  ontstaat
ontreddering,  wanhoop  en  paniek.

Groucho: ‘A four-year-old child could understand this report! Run out and find me
a four-year-old child.’

Ideologie
Vaak worden de films van de Marx Brothers geassocieerd met het surrealisme en
het dadaïsme. De Spaanse kunstenaar Salvador Dalí was een groot bewonderaar
van de Marx Brothers. Hij gaf Harpo een harp met prikkeldraadsnaren cadeau en
schreef een filmscript voor de broers, Giraffes on Horseback Salad, waar echter
niets mee gebeurde. Volgens Groucho was het ‘not funny’.
Vanwege de chaos die de broers in korte tijd weten te creëren worden hun films
ook vaak als anarchistisch betiteld. In dit geval is dat geen juiste omschrijving.
Anarchistisch zijn de films juist omdat ze een satire zijn op burgerlijkheid en
samenleving, de gevestigde orde en autoriteiten aanvallen, ook al was één en
ander niet direct zo bedoeld.

‘Most  old  movies,  they’re  not  about
anything.  I  thought  ours  were  generally
about something. They were attacking the
contemporary  establishment  of  those
days,’  zegt  Groucho  in  een  interview in
1973. En hij  vervolgt:  ‘We did a picture
called  Duck  Soup,  which  was  about
monarchy. We did a funny picture about a
school,  and  we  certainly  satirized  the
opera in America. So I think our pictures

were about something, whereas in most cases – Harold Lloyd, Keaton, and those
fellows – they weren’t about anything, they were just trying to be funny. We were
trying to  be  funny,  but  we didn’t  know that  we were  satirizing  the  current
conditions. It came as a great surprise to us.’
N a t  P e r r i n  ( 1 9 0 5 - 1 9 9 8 ) , s c r i p t s c h r i j v e r  v o o r  e n k e l e  M a r x
Brothersfilms, bevestigde de toevalligheid van die ideologische achtergrond. In
een interview met Vrij  Nederland in 1991 zei hij:  ‘De Marx Brothers hadden
absoluut  geen ideologische bedoelingen.  Natuurlijk  haalden ze  alles  wat  met
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waardigheid  te  maken  had  onderuit  en  ridiculiseerden  zij  de  moraal  en  de
instituties. Niet omdat ze de wereld of de maatschappelijke structuren wilden
veranderen, maar omdat chaos nou eenmaal hun stijl was.’
Niet alleen door de satire, maar ook door het gebruik van verschillende vormen
van humor – slapstick, woordgrappen, parodie en het loslaten van de klassieke
sketchvorm – en door het overtreden van de ongeschreven wetten van de film –
bijvoorbeeld wanneer Groucho zich tot het publiek wendt door rechtstreeks in de
camera te spreken – zijn de films als anarchistisch te betitelen. Dit in de betekenis
van vernieuwend, baanbrekend en vooruitstrevend.

Politieke satire
Door velen worden met name de latere films A Night at
the Opera (1935) en A Day at the Races (1937) als de
hoogtepunten  van  de  Marx  Brothers  gezien.  De
humoristische  scènes  in  deze  films  zijn  zonder
uitzondering goed – de stateroom-scène in A Night at
the Opera geldt inmiddels als een klassieker. De films
bieden  een  concreter  verhaal  dan  de  eerdere  films
en een spectaculaire slotscène, maar de lovestory in
het verhaal – een poging van producer Irving Thalberg
om  ook  vrouwel i jk  publ iek  te  trekken  –  en
musicalachtige liedjes, halen de vaart uit de films. ‘It

makes you want to strangle the romantic couple’, schreef een criticus eens.
De films die de broers daarna nog maakten, zijn magere aftreksels van deze twee
producties.  Go West  (1940),  The Big Store  (1941) en A Night in Casablanca
(1946) zijn met moeite uit te zitten. Grappen, dialogen, de oneliners van Groucho,
het is allemaal van een beduidend minder kaliber. De broers zelf ogen vermoeid
en blinken zichtbaar niet uit in enthousiasme. Met de beste wil halen deze laatste
films nog niet het niveau van de films van Abbott en Costello of het latere –
zwakke – werk van Laurel en Hardy.
In Duck Soup (1933) echter valt het beste van de Marx Brothers op zijn plaats:
satire,  humor,  snelheid  en  absurditeit.  Dit  alles  niet  opgehouden  door  de
verplichte  piano-  en  harpnummers  van  Chico  en  Harpo  of  tenenkrommende
musicalliedjes, zoals in A Night at the Opera en andere latere films. De film is een
politieke  satire  op  militarisme,  oorlog,  spionage,  politici,  parlementarisme,
monarchie,  diplomatie,  rechtspraak  en  dictatuur.
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Ambassadeur: ‘I did everything to prevent this war’. Groucho: ‘I already paid a
month’s rent for the battlefield’.

Een  van  de  laatste  foto’s  van  de
broers samen. V.l.n.r. Zeppo, Chico,
Groucho, Harpo, Gummo

Oorlogsclichés
In Duck Soup verkeert het dwergstaatje Freedonia (‘Hail Freedonia, land of the
free!!’ zingt men als nationale hymne, terwijl ondertussen roken, spugen, fluiten
en  dergelijke  verboden  zijn)  in  financiële  moeilijkheden.  Rufus  T.  Firefly
(Groucho) wordt als president aangesteld om het land te redden. Hij is echter
alleen uit op de miljoenen van Mrs. Teasdale, een rijke weduwe die het staatje
min of meer financiert. Ondertussen probeert het naastgelegen staatje Sylvania
op  allerlei  manieren  Freedonia  in  te  lijven:  door  te  proberen  een  revolutie
te  ontketenen,  met  een  ambassadeur  die  eveneens  de  miljoenen  van  Mrs.
Teasdale probeert binnen te slepen, en met twee volstrekt incompetente spionnen
(Chico en Harpo), die echter meer belang hechten aan eigen gewin dan aan het
landsbelang. Na een serie komische verwikkelingen, lijkt oorlog tussen de staatjes
onvermijdelijk.
Nooit was een oorlog zo leuk. Alle clichés die we kennen uit latere oorlogsfilms
komen voorbij, maar dan geheel op z’n kop gezet. De absurditeit van oorlog wordt
teruggebracht tot haar essentie. Oorlog is onzin, oorlog is een grap, zeggen de
Marx Brothers eigenlijk. In de slotscène laten ze dan ook geen moment onbenut
om de kijker dit onder de neus te wrijven.
Rufus T. Firefly leidt de strijd tegen Sylvania vanuit een huis in de frontlinie,
spionnen  Harpo  en  Chico  zijn  inmiddels  overgelopen  naar  Freedonia.  Harpo
mobiliseert de bevolking door al trompetterend op een wit paard door de dorpen
te galopperen. Freedonia wordt aangevallen, maar na een oproep schieten apen,
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brandweerauto’s, motorrijders, olifanten en dolfijnen te hulp. Voor het graven van
loopgraven is geen tijd, en dus worden ze gekocht. De minister van
oorlog steekt zijn kaart in een prikklok voordat hij het slagveld betreedt; een
gasaanval  is  het  beste te genezen met een glas water en soda.  Voortdurend
verschijnen  de  broers  in  andere  militaire  uniformen  –  uit  de  Amerikaanse
burgeroorlog, napoleontische of Russische uniformen met berenmutsen, Franse
uniformen uit  de  Eerste  Wereldoorlog.  Het  schieten op eigen troepen wordt
afgedaan met een boete van vijf dollar en de strijd wordt gevoerd met tanks,
geweren, gangstermitrailleurs en met het gooien van sinaasappels. Het aantal
gevangen  genomen  vijandige  soldaten  wordt  geteld  als  ware  het  een
kaatswedstrijd.  In  de  film  zitten  meerdere  verwijzingen  naar  de  politieke
gebeurtenissen en situaties in de eerste decennia van de vorige eeuw. De massale
vreugde-uitbarsting in het parlementsgebouw, na de oorlogsaankondiging, is een
verwijzing  naar  soortgelijke  verschijnselen  in  Duitsland  en  Frankrijk  na  het
uitbreken van de Eerste Wereldoorlog. Die oorlog zou immers – zo werd gedacht –
maar tot de Kerst duren.
Het gekonkel tussen beide landen lijkt op dat van kleine staatjes op de Balkan,
rond diezelfde tijd. Het proces dat Freedonia voert tegen spion Chico, verwijst
mogelijk naar de stalinistische showprocessen in de Sovjet-Unie. Freedonia heeft
weliswaar een parlement, maar onder het dictatoriale staatshoofd Rufus T. Firefly
heeft dat niets in brengen. Het filmpubliek in de jaren dertig zag de film als een
satire op de dictaturen in Europa. Let wel, dit was zes jaar voordat
Chaplin The Great Dictator uitbracht.
De machtsovername door Hitler in Duitsland in 1933 kan echter nauwelijks een
rol gespeeld hebben tijdens het schrijven van het script van Duck Soup, omdat
Hitler maar net aan de macht was toen de film werd gedraaid. Maar dat de film
verwees naar de Sovjet-Unie onder Stalin en naar Italië – waar Mussolini sinds
1926 aan de macht was – moet duidelijk geweest zijn.  Dat laatste moet ook
Mussolini begrepen hebben, want in 1934 verbood hij vertoning
van de film. Voor het Spaanse publiek moet de film ook herkenbaarheid hebben
geboden – bureaucratie, oorlog, militarisme – want in 1936, tijdens de Spaanse
burgeroorlog, was de film in Madrid een ongekend succes, schrijft Hugh Thomas
in het standaardwerk The Spanish Civil War.

Soldaat: ‘Message from the front, sir!’
Groucho: ‘I’m sick of messages from the front. Can’t we have a message from the
side?’



Groucho Marx

Antimilitarisme
De hilarische wijze waarop in Duck Soup  een antimilitaristische boodschap in
beeld wordt gebracht is uniek, want meestal gaat een dergelijke uiting in films
met veel geweld, bloed en tranen gepaard.
Een antimilitaristische boodschap is in veel films verkondigd, van All Quiet on the
Western Front (Lewis Milestone, 1930) tot Flags of our Fathers (Clint Eastwood,
2006), van Paths of Glory (Stanley Kubrick, 1957) tot M.A.S.H. (Robert Altman,
1969). Vooral in het begin van de jaren zeventig, met de oorlog in Vietnam op
haar hoogtepunt, produceerde Hollywood diverse films met een antimilitaristische
strekking,  geregisseerd  door  ambitieuze  regisseurs  als  Robert  Altman,  Mike
Nichols (Catch 22, 1970. Nichols is de kleinzoon van de Duitse anarchist Gustav
Landauer) en Robert Aldrich (The Dirty Dozen, 1967).
De filmbazen in Hollywood hadden echter het maken van films over Vietnam
verboden,  en  dus  speelden  deze  films  in  een  andere  oorlog:  de  Tweede
Wereldoorlog, Korea of zelfs de Amerikaanse burgeroorlog. In films als Little Big
Man (1970), M.A.S.H. (1969), Kelly’s Heroes (1970), Catch 22 en Soldier Blue
(1970), lag het anti-Vietnamoorlog standpunt er duimendik bovenop. Ze sloten
perfect  aan  bij  de  acties  en  het  vrijheidslievende  gedachtegoed  van  de
zogenaamde  ‘protestgeneratie’  en  de  Vietnambeweging  van  de  jaren  zestig
en  zeventig.  Tegelijkertijd  herontdekte  men  de  films  van  de  Marx  Brothers.
Daarin herkende men anti-autoritaire karakter en de anarchistische vorm van
humor, vergelijkbaar met de ludieke protestacties van de Yippies van Jerry Rubin
en Abbie Hoffman. Al in mei 1968, tijdens de studentenopstand in Parijs, stond op
muren gekalkt:  Je  suis  marxiste,  tendence Groucho!  (Ik  ben marxist,  van de
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Groucho-soort!)

Groucho Marx in 1972

FBI dossier
Tot verbazing van velen bleek Groucho Marx nog in leven te zijn. Toen na acties
van  Amerikaanse  studentenorganisaties  de  Marx  Brothersfilms  opnieuw  in
roulatie  werden  gebracht,  maakte  Groucho  tournees  langs  Amerikaanse
universiteiten om vertoningen bij te wonen, draafde hij op in talkshows en gaf hij
zelfs (op zijn 81ste) een avondvullende voorstelling in Carnegie Hall.
In interviews stak hij zijn mening over de toenmalige politieke situatie niet onder
stoelen of banken. Over Vietnam zei hij (1971): ‘If I were a youngster, I wouldn’t
march into the firing lines with any bravado. I would go to Canada or Sweden, or
hide, or go to jail. If I had a son twenty years old I’d encourage him to evade the
war. He has a right to his life’. Voor de regering en met name president Richard
Nixon had hij geen goed woord over: ‘I think the establishment now is hopeless.
This whole gang in Washington, at least half of them are thieves – I don’t think
there’s any question about that’.
Regisseur Robert Altman vroeg Groucho tijdens een interview (1970): ‘Do you
think there’s any hope for Nixon?’ Groucho’s antwoord: ‘No. I think the only hope
this country has is Nixon’s assasination’, was voor de FBI reden om prompt een
dossier over Groucho Marx te openen (hij was 80!).
Op zich niets nieuws, want al in 1953 had Groucho de aandacht van de FBI
getrokken.  Men  had  hem verdacht  van  communistische  sympathieën.  In  het
enkele  jaren  geleden  vrijgegeven  FBI-dossier  over  Groucho  Marx  brengt  de
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rapporteur  zijn  chef  in  herinnering  dat  Groucho  zich  in  1934  positief  had
uitgelaten  over  de  Sovjet-Unie.  Bovendien  had  hij  zijn  verontwaardiging
uitgesproken over de gevangenisstraf van Tom Mooney, een lid van de vakbond
Industrial Workers of the World. In 1916 was Mooney tot levenslang veroordeeld
voor een bomaanslag waaraan hij geen deel had gehad.
Ondanks zijn glorieuze comeback, begin jaren zeventig, was Groucho’s overlijden
op 19 augustus 1977 in veel kranten een page four-berichtje. Zijn dood werd
overschaduwd door de dood van een andere entertainer, drie dagen eerder, die
ook vernieuwend en baanbrekend was geweest, die in zijn jonge jaren een hele
jeugdcultuur  in  gang  had  gezet  die  tot  op  dat  moment  voortduurde:  Elvis
Presley. Groucho zou er ongetwijfeld een goeie grap over gemaakt hebben.
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De films van de Marx Brothers zijn op dvd verkrijgbaar.  Wie een indruk wil
krijgen van hoe de broers in de jaren twintig in het theater speelden, moet eens
kijken naar  een chaotische scène uit  hun theaterprogramma I’ll  Say She Is!
(1924), in 1931 nog eens door de broers nagespeeld:



Walking Stories
Lisa, a fragile Indonesian woman, walked along the paths of
Saint Anthony’s park. Saint Anthony is a mental hospital.
Lisa was dressed in red, yellow and blue; I was looking at a
painting of  Mondriaan,  of  which the  colours  could  cheer
someone up on a grey Dutch day. She had put on all her
clothes and she carried the rest of her belongings in a grey
garbagebag.  She  looked  like  she  was  being  hunted,
mumbling formulas to avert the evil or the devils. I could not
understand  her  words,  but  she  repeated  them  with  the

rustling of her garbage bag on the pebbles of the path.

When she arrived at  an intersection of  two paths where low rose hips were
blossoming, she stopped and went into the bushes. She lifted all her skirts and
urinated;  standing as a colourful  flower amidst  the green of  the bushes and
staring into the sky. A passer-by from the village where Saint Anthony’s has its
headquarters would probably have pretended not to see her, knowing that Lisa
was one of the ‘chronic mental patients’ of the wards. Or, urinating so openly in
the park may be experienced as a ‘situational improperty’, but as many villagers
told me: ‘They do odd things, but they cannot help it.’ The passer-by would not
have known that Lisa was a ‘walking story’, that she had ritualised her walks in
order to control the powers that lie beyond her control. Lisa was diagnosed with
‘schizophrenia’  and  she  suffered  from  delusions.  When  she  had  an  acute
psychosis, she needed medication to relieve her anxiety. Her personal story was
considered as a symptom of her illness. That was, in a nutshell, the story of the
psychiatrists of the mental hospital. Her own story was different. Lisa was the
queen of the Indies and she had to have offspring to ensure that her dynasty
would be preserved. She believed at that day that she was pregnant and that the
magicians would come and would take away her unborn baby with a needle. To
prevent  the  abortion,  she  had to  take  refuge  in  the  park  and carry  all  her
belongings with her.
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However, queens also have to heed nature’s call and thus
she went to the best place she could find: the rose hips. Lisa
is indeed a ‘walking story’. She has her story and she lives it.
Her behaviour acquires its meaning when one knows the
story. The story acquires meaning when one observes her
behaviour. Saint Anthony’s is a place full of walking stories.
For many people their behaviour is odd. Writing about them

may be odd ethnography. However, beyond the oddity lie meanings that reveal
the often taken-for-granted cultural knowledge and understandings.

What to do with Walking Stories?
Mad stories are evocative and metaphoric. They are full of symbols, but we think
that  those  symbols  are  used  in  very  personal,  even  idiosyncratic  ways.  We
consider them incoherent and incomprehensible. They are not ‘rational’ and do
not represent any ‘normal’ logic. They do not fit into categories. They escape
every classification, save that of ‘psychotic stories’ or ‘mad stories’.  They are
matters out of place. They are viewed as signs of madness and therefore show
how much we should value health and normality. Yet, mad stories are attractive.
The many studies and literature on the topic which fill the shelves of bookstores
and are so eagerly bought are the best proof of this attraction. Why then put
another book on the shelves?

De-pathologising mad stories
Psychiatry kidnaps the stories of mad people. This means that the stories are
often  transformed  and  re-interpreted  into  medical  stories.  They  become
‘pathographies’. By describing others as ‘schizophrenic’, they are incorporated
into the cultural scheme of things. At the same time mad people are made into
potentially ‘normal’ people. The madness can be overcome by conversion; they
can be re-socialised into normality by therapies and pharmaceutical treatment. If
they  remain  ‘mad’  this  can  be  fought  by  higher  doses.  The  greater  part  of
scientific  research  on  schizophrenia  is  blind  to  the  possible  different  socio-
cultural meanings of madness. The stories and behaviour are described in similar
terms as used for ‘normal’ ones: expressions of experience, idioms of suffering.
What the medical world sees as a disease has little to do with what people may
experience. International, epidemiological studies leave out atypical cases to get
better possibilities for cross-cultural comparison of onset and prognosis of the
disease.  One of  the consequences of  this practice is  that the original  stories
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disappear, taking on the meaning of a symptom, a sign of mental illness. In the
clinic, during the intake process, the patient has to tell the story to enable the
psychiatrist to provide good diagnosis. Clinical storytelling relies on a chronology
of bodily and social events. The sick person experiences altered states of being
and tells this to the psychiatrist or the therapist. The therapist renders the sick
person’s story into narrative sequences to produce a diagnosis.  The clinician
brings the past to the present to locate causes of the sickness. The sick person,
family members, friends and all relevant others have to recall the past to give
meaning to the present state of the afflicted person. Reasons for misfortune are
sought  in  the  personal  life  of  the  sick  person  and  his/her  immediate  social
environment.

Yet, the stories themselves are thought to be important. This is stressed in the
latest version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric
Association, DSM-IV. The story has to provide the diagnostician with a better
understanding  of  the  cultural  background  and  explanations  of  the  patient.
Although cultural concerns are represented in a significant way in the text of the
DSM-IV, members of the culture and diagnosis task force heavily criticise the
text. Good (1996) discusses the task force’s critiques. They view psychopathology
as social and cultural. One of the criticisms is that the DSM-text makes too sharp
a  distinction  between  disease  and  illness,  wherein  diseases  are  viewed  as
universal biological entities,  while illness consists of forms of experience and
cultural interpretations of the experiences of the individual and cultural groups
(Good  1996:  129).  Another  criticism  is  that  particular  forms  of  science  are
hegemonic and that ‘the reluctance to incorporate knowledge generated at the
social margins, are issues of power and what the French social theorist calls
‘symbolic violence’’ (Good 1996: 130).
This means that the stories are still transformed into the hegemonic explanations
and that the people who tell them are further marginalized. Diagnosis is not the
only reason for bringing the past into the present. The story has to be told in
therapy. Thus the patient becomes an observer of himself. He has to objectify
himself and to distance himself from the problem. He has to develop the capacity
to  reconstruct  the  story  in  a  special  way.  Together  with  the  therapist,  it  is
transformed into a ‘new’ past with a different meaning and a ‘new’ sense so that
people can live with it in the future. He has to cut himself off from the past and to
look at it as if he were a stranger. He will become a stranger to his own story
because it is transformed into the therapeutic myth and acquires the meaning of a



symptom of severe mental  illness.  The result  may be that,  depending on the
therapist’s and others’ position and strategy, which is linked to their interests, the
story may offer either ‘victim blaming’, ‘madness’ or be a source of continued
confrontation with and reflection about the past (Friedlander 1993: ix).

I do not want to show that psychiatry is a conspiracy against everything that is
considered  as  odd,  abnormal  or  awkward.  Therapists  sometimes  understand
stories as intelligible individual symbolic ways to signify feelings and experiences,
but the stories always will  remain idiosyncratic and do not have meaning to
others. This may easily lead to the conclusion that the stories are outside the
cultural realm and thus cannot tell about ‘the work of culture’.
However, Littlewood and Lipsedge, both psychiatrists, say that it is ‘particularly
difficult to decide whether a person’s belief is a delusion or not relative to the
usual beliefs in his community when its culture is changing or when it contains a
variety of  conflicting belief  systems’  (Littlewood & Lipsedge 1989:  207).  The
authors  give  many  examples  which  show  that  under  certain  circumstances,
unusual beliefs are accepted or explicable. They argue that the community can
use the stories of the psychotic as metaphors for their own experiences. They
show that ‘psychic epidemics’ will occur when large parts of a population undergo
experiences  that  they  would  be  considered  abnormal  in  other  times.  ‘Mass
hysteria’ is an example.
The  phenomenon  of  school  girls  in  South  Africa,  who  insist  that  they  were
sexually abused, or female labourers in Malaysia who said to be possessed, or that
of parents in a small Dutch village, who insist that their children were sexually
abused, becomes ‘hysterical’. Their stories show that the concept of mass hysteria
(or conversion, as it is now named) is a useful term for disempowering dangerous
forces and undesired movements or  resistance and protest.  I  agree with the
authors when they say that mad people do not become sane when we tolerate and
accept their stories. Their stories should be taken as they are. When such stories
are told, cultural symbols and myths, rules, morality, values and norms are tested,
violated,  constrained  and  turned  upside  down.  This  draws  attention  to  their
deviant nature, but also to the discomfiture of culture.

Chronic Stories
What about the ‘chronic stories’? What about the stories that never change? It is
suggested that people with long-lasting mental illness cannot cut themselves off
from the past. They lack the capacity to ‘locate the self as actor within a seamless



unity of past, present and future’ (Adam 1992: 159). The past and future are
mixed and they leave no room for reality constructing in the present (Ibid.). This
is  a  strong  belief  which  has  been  discussed  at  length  in  the  literature  (cf.
Rosenwald  and  Ochberg  1992)  and  brought  into  the  daily  clinical  reality.
Rosenwald and Ochberg even suggest that the reason to tell stories is to liberate
the stories and therefore the lives of the people who tell them, because the stories
relate to critical insight and engagement. They see stories as reflections on social
conventions and telling a story as a means to make a ‘better story’, which means
that people re-signify life and change it.

Storytelling is empowering for disadvantaged people and protects them against
moral judgement. Storytelling is ‘politics’, or as the subtitle of their book tells us,
‘politics  of  self-understanding’.  Although  I  basically  agree  with  the  authors’
arguments, I do not believe that storytelling is always liberating, emancipating
and empowering. The idea of empowerment and liberation in science is a cultural
belief, based on the creation myth of western religions: ‘In the beginning was the
word…’ The word created the world. Although words are powerful, their power in
itself is overrated. The power of the words depends on who speaks the words,
when, why and to whom. The words of mad people alone have no power. They
need more. To make others listen, words and deeds are needed. The words must
become flesh and blood to be effective and convincing.

Re-anthropologising  mad  stories  may  provide  a  different  knowledge.  Illness
experiences have become an area of  interest  in  the social  sciences.  Medical
anthropology focuses on ‘the lived experience’ of what is going on in bodies and
lives. Studies of illness narratives, like those of Kleinman (1988), Csordas (1994)
and Good (1994), see illnesses as polysemic and multivocal. Meanings of illness
are personal,  social and cultural.  They reveal what it  means to be ill.  Illness
cannot  be  separated  from the  life  course.  Anthropologists  have  argued  that
stories are the forms ‘in which experience is represented and recounted’ (Good
1994: 139). Actually, we cannot directly obtain access to people’s experiences.
Just like in psychiatric practices, life stories in anthropology are used as sources
of information about the human condition. Psychiatrists agree that the life story
has  a  potential  for  providing  insight.  Thus,  psychiatry  (at  least  part  of  the
discipline) and anthropology have much in common.
However,  anthropology  may  have  a  different  approach  to  life  stories.  They
provide a different sort of insight. Anthropologists often collect life stories in



order  to  obtain  information  about  cultural  practices.  The  study  of  stories
questions the relationships between experience, symbols and culture. We need to
approach stories from a variety of directions in order to understand illness and
suffering because all too often, suffering resists language and cannot be given a
name (Good 1994: 129). We have to understand culture and its work in order to
formulate a perspective on the interplay of cognition and emotion, rationality and
irrationality, morality and immorality, fantasy and reality, and body and psyche as
human features that play their part in the story and life, and people’s struggle to
find a meaningful niche in society. But what will be the aim of understanding?
Medical anthropologists differ in their opinions. Kleinman (1988) combined the
anthropological and clinical traditions and opts for a more human relationship
between the doctor and the patient. He sees experience as a mediator between
persons. He argues for an ethnography of interpersonal experience, which gives
room  to  ‘the  local  context  that  organizes  experience  through  the  moral
resounding and reinforcing of popular cultural categories about what life means
and what is at stake in living’ (Kleinman 1991: 293). Good comes to a similar
conclusion: ‘Narratives are the source of contested judgements … a rupture of the
moral  order’  (Good  1994:  134).  He  suggests  that  we  should  investigate  the
‘experiential dimensions of human suffering’ (Ibid.).

The problem is that human suffering escapes any category, whether it is ethical,
political, medical or spiritual (Connolly 1996). Sometimes, suffering is a catalyst
of more suffering. When people suffer, their relatives, friends and relevant others
suffer too. Therapy with traumatised refugees often reveals that to tell a story
may mean suffering again for the person who tells and for the listener. In my field
experiences,  this  was  the  case  with  schizophrenic  people.  ‘Interpersonal
suffering’ may relieve the pain and give a deeper understanding, but what do we
do  with  this  understanding  when  we  only  consider  it  ‘interpersonal’  or
intersubjective?

The anthropology of illness narratives provides a preponderant number of studies
that focus on the individual level, which is seen as the observable ethnographic
reality.  Health  studies  often ignore the active  role  of  people  who shape the
broader context. Stories are not only stories: they come into life and are ‘acted
out’.  People actively  shape their  lives and are shaped by social  and cultural
structures. Stories are responses to conditions that the people have to face. This
means  that  suffering  is  not  only  an  experience,  but  also  a  social  product



‘constructed and reconstructed in the action arena between socially constituted
categories of meaning and the political-economic forces that shape the contexts of
daily life’ (Singer and Baer 1995: 101).

Morality plays an important role in stories of misery. It is closely linked with
emotions and passions. Anthropology has studied the relationship between what
Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987) call the individual body, the social body and the
body politic. These authors discuss emotions and show how anthropology has
always dealt with emotions when they were public, ritual or formal, leaving the
more private emotions to psychoanalysis and psychobiology. Scheper-Hughes and
Lock  see  these  private  emotions  as  ‘a  bridge’  between  the  ‘three  bodies’.
Emotions,  they  argue,  are  signs  that  illness  makes  and  unmakes  the  world.
However, it is not clear in their argument how exactly emotions are ‘a bridge’ and
how they are linked with morality.  Morality mostly is understood as a set of
interpretations of goodness, badness and obligation (Connolly 1996: 252). Taped
conversations  of  the  therapists  and  the  patients  made  clear  that  those
interpretations were contested and that both the teller and the listener judged
each other (Van Dongen 1994). Without doubt, one may say that the power to
define the situation of the sufferer lies in the hands of others.

The  stories  contain  expressions  of  love,  hate,  contempt,
disgust, anger, and fear. These passions are considered very
dangerous and threatening to the social world and should
therefore  be  controlled  and  channelled  into  culturally
appropriate outlets. For example, the stories of Rosa, one of
the people in the book Walking Stories, are full of hate and
jealousy toward her mother (and vice versa). For example,

she tells that both she and her mother fell in love with the family doctor. Rosa
became  so  envious  that  she  wanted  to  kill  her  mother.  Those  feelings  are
considered morally improper, but ‘natural’. Therefore, they must be expressed,
preferably verbally, to a mediator: the therapist who has to resignify them. Maybe
the therapist would judge the behaviour of both women, but the ‘badness’ would
be considered as innocent because both women were ill. The problem will be
followed by a ‘charity model of obligation, in which… helpers are pulled by the
helplessness of the needy’ (Connolly 1996: 255). Connolly argues that sick people
do not need help; rather they need engagement in what is called the politics of
becoming: the right to form a new identity, which is formed out of old cultural
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possibilities.

However, this idea of ‘becoming’ is based in a strong cultural belief that also
forms the foundation of the therapeutic myth: the belief in progress and change
by reflection and hard work, which are – according to some authors – rooted in a
‘disenchanted  worldview’,  deriving  from  the  Protestant  Reformation  (Gaines
1984:  179).  ‘Becoming’  can be achieved ‘by action in this  world,  not  by the
intercession of preternatural forces and beings into this life. Action in this world
is caused by physical factors, not by fate, immaterial saints, genies […], devils or
miracles  …’  (Gaines  1984:  179).  However,  illness  by  itself  does  not  lead  to
‘becoming’. In all those years I never heard people make the claim that they ‘have
grown’ or ‘became’ by their illness. Those who made such claims and have written
their  stories  are  by  no  means  the  people  in  Walking  Stories  and  in  my
ethnographic work. People like Artaud and Wolfi, both with mental illness, would
have written anyway because they were writers. The people of Walking Stories
are neither artists nor writers. They are ‘common’ people who have to struggle to
find words for their stories.

Morality is also linked to the specific nature of the illness. In her paper on chronic
illness, disability and schizophrenia, Estroff (1993) analyses how sceptical we are
about chronically ill people. We cannot tolerate their presence on a large scale,
but we also cannot punish or neglect those who are chronically sick. The author
writes that our suspicion may increase regarding the role of will or individual
unwillingness to  become well.  This  is  well  illustrated by the mechanics  at  a
garage nearby Saint Anthony’s.

A cordon of experts
Anthropology has described and analysed the consequence of this scepticism with
the concept of liminality. Chronically mentally ill people are in a ‘frozen liminal
state’ argues Barrett (1998: 481), because the rites of reaggregation are vestigial
or absent all together. There is a lack of resolution.
I do not totally agree. In a sense, schizophrenic people are not liminal in our
society. They are of concern to policy makers, health care, and social work. They
are the focus of scientific research, pharmaceutical industries and even the arts.
They are surrounded by a cordon of experts. Estroff (1993) argues by quoting
other  research,  that  among the factors  that  contribute  to  chronicity  are  the
growing numbers of and the demand for jobs by mental health professions, the
widespread belief (fuelled by public and political advocacy) that the people need



medical  care,  and  income maintenance  resources  that  are  illness-tested  and
bound to deservedness through disability.  We may conclude that  it  is  in the
interest of many to keep chronically ill people in a ‘frozen liminal state’. Thus, we
may listen to the stories as attempts to free oneself from this state.

Several authors have ‘de-medicalised’ mad stories. For example, Perry (1976)
found  that  there  were  common  themes  and  personalities  in  the  stories  of
psychotic people which were typically cultural/archaic: the hero, the victim, the
God, the queen or the king. Perry describes the common structures of the stories.
Each story is ‘an inner journey’ with one or more of the following components:
establishing  a  world  centre  as  the  locus,  undergoing  death,  return  to  the
beginning of time and creation, cosmic conflict when opposites clash, apotheosis
as king or messianic hero, sacred marriage as a union of opposites, new birth as a
reconciliation of opposites, new society of the prophetic vision, and quadrated
world forms (Perry 1976: 82). The author sees psychosis as a process of personal
renewal with the help of cultural myths.

Others  have  described  mad  stories  as  stories  that  cross  cultural  and  social
borders (Foucault 1961). For example, it  is often assumed that schizophrenic
people violate social interaction rules and that they are ‘out of reality’. This is too
a general statement. Goffman (1961) describes a different picture. Working as an
assistant physical therapist in a large mental hospital near Washington (D.C.), he
was able to fraternise with the patients because he had a low staff status. He
concluded that just as the patients’ behaviour was bizarre to those who were not
living in a mental hospital, it was natural for those who live in it. Goffman also
shows that the odd behaviour of mental patients makes sense in such a situation
and even is often a sign of sensitivity to social rules and norms. Through breaking
the rules, people show their awareness of them and also how the rules work.

Some authors have described mad stories as ‘ununderstandable’. For example,
Jaspers (1974) argues that although people with schizophrenia are diverse, they
all have the following in common: they are strange, they are enigmatic, they are
alien, and they are bizarre. They are unknowable. You cannot empathise with
them.  Their  symptoms lie  beyond the  realm of  human meaning,  beyond the
possibility of human interpretation. They are, not to put too fine a point on it,
‘ununderstandable’ (quoted in Barrett 1998: 469).
Jaspers was trying to discover what it means to be human. For him, human is
what  is  understandable  and  interpretable.  Others  have  tried  to  bring



schizophrenic  people  back  into  the  human  community  of  understanding  by
arguing that mental illness is a myth (Sasz 1961), or by making sense of madness
through a comparison with art (Laing 1967) and modernism (Sass 1992). These
authors found striking parallels  between art,  modern society  and madness.  I
agree substantively with Barrett (1998: 488), when he writes that the problem
with the idea of the relationship between madness and art, or between madness
and modern society, is that it may lead to restigmatising schizophrenic people
because they represent symbolically much of what is going wrong in the modern
world, while they also have to deal with horrors and pain. On the other hand, it is
acknowledged world-wide that social factors contribute substantially to mental
health problems. We should do in-depth research to study how exactly social and
cultural factors do that.

Schizophrenia  is  a  well-documented illness  and considered ‘a  serious  mental
disorder  of  unknown  cause  characterized  by  delusions,  hallucinations,
associations  of  unrelated  ideas,  social  withdrawal,  and  lack  of  emotional
responsiveness and motivation’ (Kleinman 1988: 34). It is increasingly assumed
that schizophrenia has a pathological basis, that it is a brain disease (Boyle 1990:
171). The consequence is that the focus is less on stories of schizophrenic people
and more on the refinement of diagnosis. Anthropology could make an important
contribution,  but  to  my  knowledge,  few  anthropologists  have  studied  the
meanings and consequences of a life with severe mental illness, or the stories of
mad people. Corin (1990) studied the life worlds of schizophrenic people and
showed that the behaviour of these people is based in cultural norms and values
and that their way of living makes sense in the social context. Estroff (1981)
immersed herself in the lives of patients at a day treatment centre and describes
a group of  chronic patients as they attempt life  outside the mental  hospital.
Rhodes  (1991)  wrote  an  ethnography  of  an  acute  psychiatric  unit.  Using  a
Foucauldian perspective, she describes how the staff manages briefly to treat and
place often indigent emergency patients. She focuses on the strategies developed
by the staff members to deal with dilemmas they have to face every day.
My own work (1994) focused for a great part on the interactions of schizophrenic
people  and  therapists.  I  showed  that  the  odd  behaviour  and  speech  of
schizophrenic people is often not a consequence of their illness, but caused by the
paradoxes, ambiguities and power of the therapists. Martínez Hernáez (2000)
showed that there is not only a pathophysiological or psychopathological reality
behind the symptom, but cultural manifestations, metaphors, etcetera. He says



that a symptom may be understood as a symbol which condenses social  and
political-economic conditions. This allows us to investigate the construction of
meaning  and  the  reality  of  suffering.  Too  many  others  have  attempted  to
understand madness, to give meaning to it and make it ‘reasonable’.
I will not attribute new meanings to schizophrenia, nor will I give a description of
life in closed wards. I will focus the work with culture of schizophrenic people.
Culture is not only something people can have, it is also something they can use,
or something that happens to them. Agar writes: ‘Culture starts when you realize
that you’ve got a problem […], and the problem has to do with who you are’ (Agar
1994: 20). Usually, people are not aware of culture; ‘meanings usually float at the
edge of awareness’ (Agar 1994: 21). People simply assume that culture is an
unequivocal whole of meanings and symbols, while they mostly are capable of
dealing  with  the  contradiction:  the  ambiguity  and  multiplicity  of  culture.
However,  meetings  with  ‘walking  stories’  change  that.

Learning about culture through mad stories: tricksters and buffoons
Across Saint Anthony’s there is a garage. In the morning
when the mechanics are working hard to get all the cars
fixed, Vincent (one of the storytellers in Walking Stories; see
below) comes from the hospital and leans against the wall of
the garage with a bottle of beer in his hand. He observes
the mechanics’ hands and overalls becoming dirty from the
lubricant. Some mechanics greet him; others just ignore the

man against the wall. Vincent grins and takes a good gulp from his bottle. He
challenges the mechanics, saying: ‘You are crazy! You have to work to drink a
beer! I don’t! I get my money and I am free.’ The atmosphere of benevolence
changes  into  animosity.  The  tolerance  of  the  mechanics  becomes  very  low
because Vincent touches on a sore spot in their feelings. Probably, they too want
to be ‘free’, and drink beer in the morning sun. The image of the psychiatric
patient, who is needy and with whom one should have compassion because he
suffers changes into the image of someone who – in the Dutch Welfare State –
gets  his  money  from  social  security  or  insurance  and  seems  satisfied  and
conceited. ‘Go to hell! We have work to do.’ Vincent smiles meaningfully and
walks away, maybe to look for others with whom he can amuse himself.

This is one simple event out of the many I have jotted down in my field notes.
Those events bring about the deeper layers of ‘the work of culture’ and the work
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with culture. Obeyesekere describes the work of culture as ‘the process whereby
symbolic forms existing on the cultural level get created and recreated through
the minds of  people’  (Obeye-sekere 1990:  xix).  However,  work of  (and with)
culture  is  not  only  the  creation  and  recreation  of  symbols.  Symbols  hide
something that cannot be mediated or symbolised openly. Passions and emotions
like  jealousy,  hatred,  disgust,  contempt,  anger,  and anxiety  cannot  easily  be
communicated and symbolised. Yet, it is suggested by Scheper-Hughes and Lock
(1987) that they are the mediatrix between the individual, the social and the
politic. Mad people, like Vincent, display emotions in a vivid way.

They are thought of as having lost their feelings of decorum and control over their
emotions.  A  well-known  and  dreaded  phenomenon  in  psychiatric  practice  is
‘acting out’. Although psychoses may be overwhelming emotional experiences, I
disagree with the idea that mad people have lost their feelings of decorum or
control over emotions. Sometimes they may do, but often the ‘mad behaviour’ and
‘situational improperties’ are intentional. I do not see ‘intentional’ acts as wilful or
purposeful  and  conscious,  but  as  people’s  state  of  which  the  content  of
assumptions, ideas, commentaries or beliefs have to be made clear to others (cf.
Sperber and Wilson 1986). The madness cannot be divorced from the social and
the moral, because others react to it. Fabrega (1997: 36) speaks of ‘emotional
contagion’, which refers to others’ responses to emotional display. One may feel
shocked and repelled  when people  talk  so  openly  about  rape,  sex,  violence,
badness, incest and revenge in such an emotional way to everyone, certainly
when one witnesses the story coming alive. One looks, and one probably looks
twice… Miller (1997) argues that such paradoxical reactions to emotional stories
and behaviour are both negative and positive,  because they help to preserve
dignity; they mark the boundaries between others and oneself, enabling one to
overcome feelings of repulsion. However, those feelings go hand in hand with
moral judgements of others and oneself, which one feels that one cannot make.
Miller continues to explain that people are truly in the grip of norms and values,
because once the emotional reactions are  recognised, the results are often shame
and guilt.  This  can be illustrated by an event in Saint  Anthony’s.  Vincent,  a
colleague and I were chatting in the coffee shop. Suddenly, Vincent asked my
colleague if she thought that he was crazy. Her answer was to pretend that there
was nothing unusual about him. Vincent did not take that. He laughed and told
her that he was really crazy and different from her and me. She should not lie to
him.  He  said  that  he  looked  different  and  that  he  was  not  like  others.  My



colleague felt uncomfortable. Miller might have explained this with the following:
The stigmatized variously  generate alarm,  disgust,  contempt,  embarrassment,
concern, pity, or fear. These emotions in turn confirm the stigmatized person as
one who is properly stigmatized. […] Strangely enough, it has come to pass that
one of the surer markers of our recognition of stigma is our guilt for having
recognized it. The stigmatized make us feel that we are not properly according
them civil inattention, for we are never certain what we are supposed to do in
their presence (Miller 1997: 199-200).

We cannot allow that moral emotions govern all situations, because people would
be brutally and badly treated. Nevertheless, the emotions are there. We feel that
there are sometimes instances that lie beyond our tolerance and decent treatment
of  crazy people and we feel  guilty  about it.  Crazy people see through these
behaviours and they will tell us so.

It is through the work of emotions and morality that one may compare mad people
with tricksters. As one could see in the example of Vincent and the mechanics,
mad  people  call  attention  to  the  ambiguity,  ambivalence  and  instability  of
symbols, rules and morality. They deal with what Kerenyi (1972) calls ‘the spirit
of disorder, the enemy of boundaries’.

Tricksters have a double role. On the one hand, they have creative insight and
serve human beings. On the other hand, they show compulsive and excessive
behaviour, lust and greed for unsuitable objects and relationships (Basso 1996:
53). Mad people expose the forces behind social interaction and the instability of
norms and values. Their emotions counter rationality; disruption is more common
than  integration.  Their  stories  will  show  that  phenomena  of  ambiguity  and
instability belong to the essence of social life. Carroll (1984) poses the question of
whether  one should regard the trickster  as  a  cultural  hero or  as  a  (selfish)
buffoon. The underlying question is what the implications of ‘disorderly’ actions
are. Should we see mad people as ‘free and uninhibited experimenters’ who are
exempt from moral responsibility? This is suggested by the ‘mechanics story’.
Vincent’s challenge triggered hidden opinions and emotions of the mechanics. I
could not  overhear the words of  the men in the garage (if  there were any)
afterwards, but I can imagine that they might have said what I usually heard
when I talked to villagers. On the one hand, they might have said that Vincent
was mad and thus not knowing what he did. On the other hand, somebody might
have said something about ‘injustice’ and ‘parasites who live on my tax money…’,



not an uncommon banal accusation in a Welfare State. But there also might have
been feelings of shame and guilt for one’s own feelings, like in the episode with
my colleague. Madness is such a negative stereotype that it inherently threatens
and even destroys being a social being, but feelings of shame and guilt  may
prevent mad people from total social isolation and downfall.

Mad people resemble the trickster. But for mad people, the
repetition of their stories and what they do is problematic.
Basso  (1996)  suggests  that  a  trickster  is  successful  only
when  he  does  not  repeat  an  action.  In  trickster  stories
repetition  is  an  indication  that  the  trickster  is  foolish,
compulsive  and  stupid.  Mad  people  repeat  stories  and
actions  endlessly.  And  when  they  do,  one  speaks  of

regression  and chronic  illness.  One  labels  them as  chronic  patients.  Basso’s
description of the trickster who fails is very similar to psychiatry’s description of
chronic mental  patients:  ‘characters whose actions are stable and fall  into a
general pattern and whose goals and modes of orientation to goals seems not to
vary are in danger of being regarded as excessively compulsive and inflexible and,
ultimately, failing in imagination’ (my emphasis).
However, it is not only words that make mad people similar to tricksters. To
compare  mad  people  with  tricksters  also  means  that  one  has  to  study  the
dramatic  performance,  because  performance  is  an  essential  part  of  social
interaction.  Anthropologists  have  studied  drama  as  ‘social  drama’,  which  is
considered by Turner as the ‘social ground of many types of narratives’ (Turner
1980:  145).  However,  the  social  drama  in  Turner’s  view  is  functional  and
cognitive. ‘The drama moves towards crisis and ultimate solution’ (Jules-Rosette
1988: 149). In mad stories and lives, especially those of ‘chronic mental patients’,
there seems to be no ‘solution’, no finality or reintegration of members of the
social group.

The  assumption  that  contradictions  and  ‘disturbing  compulsive,  excessive
behaviour’ can be transformed into socially acceptable forms is based on the
functionalistic belief that order and consensus in society are norm-al (hyphen on
purpose). It seems to me that the value of the performance of mad people cannot
be measured with consensus and reintegration.  It  is  by definition disturbing,
shocking and jolting.  Mad people’s  stories  and lives  are  dramas which have
dramatic and comic dimensions (Van Dongen 1994). Especially the way in which
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the people involve others in their stories is an often humorous or ironic and
intentional way to break social manners. By ‘bizarre’ connections of symbols of
different domains (religion, science, art, sexuality, etcetera) and by suiting the
action to the word, they make others laugh and – at the same time – they give
others a fright about what is mostly hidden. It is extremely difficult to resist or
ignore a man who comes very close to a therapist  at  the beginning of  their
conversation, touches him, opens his pants and shouts: ‘It comes out again!’ This
is a ‘ceremonial profanation’, which is according to Goffman (1961) a token of
sensitivity  for  rules,  values  and  norms.  This  behaviour  undermines  power
relationships and forces the therapist to reflect on those relationships. The man
was saying: ‘I fuck you.’ The main characteristic of their performance is openness
and reversal of taken-for-granted rules.

The meaning of the performance is in the performance itself. If the performance
of mad people invites the reflection of others, it is the reflection in (social) daily
practice (like in the event with the mechanics or the therapist). Besides, the idea
of Schieffelin (1985: 707) that ‘through performance, meanings are formulated in
a social rather than cognitive space’ fits very well in this case. However, mad
people always run the risk that their performance turns against them. What keeps
them from total exclusion? Ricoeur (1969: 219) noticed that tragic-comic persons
amuse others, but also that ethical and moral accusations are essential in comedy.
According to this author, the tragic person is protected against moral judgement
and presented as an ‘object’ of pity. Tricksters and mad people both evoke double
feelings in other people. Some of these feelings are pleasure, aversion, attraction,
admiration,  compassion and rejection.  But others will  never be indifferent to
them. The difference between tricksters and mad people is that the latter succeed
in letting others feel the stories they tell, because they do not stop to tell and
because they perform so intrusively into others’ space. Nobody can resist Vincent
when he comes close and talks about the cosmos and the apocalypse; nobody can
ignore Joris when he speaks so loudly. The taken-for-granted world is usually
turned upside down. The difference between tricksters and mad people is that
reversal, which is a common phenomenon in trickster stories, carnivals, theatres
and festivals, is permanent in mad stories (Littlewood and Lipsedge 1989). One
should seriously wonder if this condition is a problem of mad people, or a problem
of others. When one hears the odd stories, one knows that there is too much
meaning. Too much is the revelation of cultural reserves. Madness is not a trick to
reveal hidden meanings; it shows extra and unforeseen dimensions of symbols



and myths. It shows that culture is a permanent unstable process.

Symbols, myths and magic in mad stories and lives
A general characteristic of the stories in Walking Stories, and all the other stories
of the people in the wards, is that the tellers are ‘hermitic thinkers’. Hermitic
thinkers  see  correspondence  between  events,  models,  myths,  meanings  and
symbols. Everything is meaningful and people play ‘le jeu des ressemblances’. The
world of the stories and subsequently the lives are ‘a palace of mirrors in which
everything reflects everything’ (cf. Eco 1985). The stories rest on core models,
myths and metaphors of the culture with which we all are familiar and which we
take for granted.

These core tropes are used to make sense of lives. They also expose the basic
building blocks of culture (Turner 1967: 110). They reaffirm and reinforce these
blocks and they test, question and judge them. Anthropological studies of chronic
illness have argued that stories often deal with the liminal state of people. From
the perspective of those studies,  chronic mental  patients are in a permanent
liminal state. It means that the final stages of the social drama as Turner has
described does not take place. One of the reasons that those stages cannot take
place is ascribed to the private, personal or even idiosyncratic use of symbols,
myths and cultural models by schizophrenic people, which deviates so much from
the way they ‘should’ be used that the stories are rendered incomprehensible. The
problem is not how symbols, myths or models ‘should’ be used; close examination
of mad stories makes it clear that they deal with the inherent indeterminate and
ambiguous meanings of symbols, myths, models and metaphors.

Littlewood and Lipsedge (1989) discuss the relation between public and private
symbols. They write: ‘To express adequately our experiences to others in our
community we have to be able to perceive the world symbolically in a standarized
matter’  (Littlewood & Lipsedge 1989:  219).  The authors  continue that  when
people have experiences for which there is no acceptable code, or when we are
uncertain which is the proper code to use, confusion in communication may arise.
The more uncommon the experiences are, the more difficult it is to communicate
them to  others.  The  authors  write  that  schizophrenic  people  employ  highly
idiosyncratic symbolic communication. They write: ‘It is difficult to explain the
overwhelming hold symbols possess over us unless they were learnt in association
with powerful personal experiences. …They [the symbols] appear both to have a
personal emotional or sensory pole and also to articulate general culture and



social concerns’ (Littlewood & Lipsedge 1989: 220-224). I think that the authors
are referring to the ‘combat zone of disputes over power…’ (Taussig 1980: 9)
because what is personal and what is public, is not as plain as it seems to be and
may differ from situation to situation, from context to context, from interest to
interest.

Devereux (1979) defines a symbol as a special form of fantasy, ‘which as a rule,
stands for something having, or alleged to have, an existence, and susceptible of
being  designated  by  a  conventional  and  specific  signifier’  (p.  19).  Thus,
convention is  an important  aspect  of  a  public  symbol.  Devereux tackles  and
questions the problem of  the difference between private and public symbols,
which was discussed by Firth (1973). Devereux concludes that the nature and
genesis of private symbols does not differ from that of public symbols and that
both can be decoded by recourse to identical methods and techniques. In the first
Lewis Henry Morgan lecture in The Work of Culture, Obeyesekere (1990) also
discusses the distinction between private and public symbols. The author revisits
the story of Abdin, a psychotic Muslim ecstatic, who hangs himself on hooks and
cuts his tongue, both known rituals in Hindu India. For Obeyesekere, Abdin was
‘abreacting his past and using the pregiven cultural symbol system to express and
bring some order to and control over his psychic conflicts’ (p. 10). Abdin reverted
from the level of the symbol to the level of the symptom, because he repeated his
acts  compulsively.  For  Obeyesekere,  a  symptom  is  characterised  by  an
overdetermination of motive,  while a symbol is  characterised by a surplus of
meaning. The difference between a psychotic person and a priestess would be
that the psychotic person moves in a regressive direction as he acts out the
symbol system, whereas the priestess does the reverse (p. 14). Obeyesekere sees
the  significance  of  this  distinction  in  the  notion  that  people  express  their
ontological  problems  of  existence  and  being  through  the  available  cultural
repertoires. Personal symbols are cultural symbols, public and private at the same
time,  that  make  sense  in  relation  to  the  personal  history  of  the  individual.
Obeyesekere calls  the distinction between public and private symbols a false
distinction (p. 24).
I  too  believe  that  schizophrenic  people  do  not  use  ‘idiosyncratic  or  private
symbols’. They use public symbols in such a way that others are alienated or
become confused.  The stories  of  mad people are full  of  (all  too)  well-known
symbols which always have a surplus of meaning because cultural symbols are
inherently ambivalent and ambiguous. For example, a chain may be the symbol of



captivity, but also of solidarity.

Culture is extremely powerful. Even when people are overwhelmed by psychosis
and madness, culture does its work. The views, beliefs, assumptions and opinions
that are expressed in myths and stories by symbols, claim a certain truth, which is
always  debatable,  because  their  meanings  depend  on  the  context  and  the
situation. Symbols claim truth, but one can never be sure what exactly their
meaning is unless one understands the context. The conclusion has to be that
symbols are perfectly suitable for manipulation and (power) play. I disagree with
the  idea  that  the  repetitive,  compulsive  use  of  symbols  by  mad  people  is
regressive. I maintain that the use of symbols is ‘special’. It is related to a mimetic
process. Mimesis is a normal human tendency and can be observed in education,
schooling,  cultivation,  etcetera.  It  enables  people  to  acquire  certain  cultural
attitudes. It requires guidance and taboos. When no restrictions are accepted, it
will manifest itself in every domain of human behaviour (Girard 1978). This is
often the case in mad stories. The models and myths have a strong force. Models
will  be mimed. Often,  this  means that the symbols will  be repeated,  acquire
unexpected meanings or will refer to additional meanings which we did not know
existed.

One should do away with the traditional way of approaching mad stories and what
they do, and presuppose heterogeneity between the stories of mad people and
other types of stories. If those other types were to account for mad stories, they
would make them say things that they do not say or that they do not signify. The
known approaches to mad stories do not explain why the stories and behaviour
remain the same over time.
I will try to explain my approach and I base my explanation on the work of José
Gil’s  Metamorphoses du corps (1985), which takes an interest in ‘forces’ and
power and focuses on the practical effects of signs and symbols. He takes the
study of forces as the way to understand how signs and symbols function in their
own right, sometimes in ways that may differ from the ways they are usually
attached. Gil presupposes that phenomena in modern societies are quite similar
to those that take place in bodies during magical ceremonies. Madness consists of
extra-ordinary forces which drive people away from their community. The people
of  the  wards  told  me  that  their  psychotic  experiences  are  fearful  and
incomprehensible for themselves. After they experienced their first episode of
psychosis, they believed that their lives were profoundly changed, and that they



had to make sense of their intense experiences. However, intensity of experiences
is not enough to drive people to give meaning. What drives people is the fact that
two forces are set in opposition to each other: the people’s struggle to signify
their lives in a meaningful sense, and the social force to control that struggle.

Mad people try to get a grip on their lives and to influence their courses, which
actually  lie  beyond their  control.  They  do  so  through the  use  of  myths  and
symbols,  stories  and models  that  ‘inspire’  their  motivations  and desires,  and
influence their emotions. Culture, as a collective of stories, is used to practise
magic. The idea of magic in relationship with mad stories may be odd. Usually,
magic is understood as something by which people influence the ‘supernatural’
powers  of  the  world.  Traditionally,  anthropology  sees  magic  in  relation  with
religion. But the concept may be used in a broader sense without referring to
religion directly. In this sense, magic is the human control of what actually lies
beyond control, but, though there is strong belief that magic exists, it too must be
controlled and signified. Magic is the ability of words to effect things.

On the one hand, madness is a power that exists and must be controlled by
specialists. In this context, it is meaningful that psychiatry is sometimes seen as
the ‘new religion’  of  our society.  People see psychiatry as a power that  can
control and manipulate the superpowers of irrationality through control of the
powers of flesh and blood (i.e. mad people). On the other hand, culture itself is a
powerful force to control the experienced powers in madness like devils, ghosts,
voices  from heaven,  demons  and  spirits  of  the  dead.  Because  the  magic  of
psychiatry has more prestige than the magic of the mad, there is a gap between
the two and mad stories will no longer relate to the former. It means to control
and manipulate the powers of madness through the rituals of therapy and the use
of medicines. However, in the case of chronic schizophrenic people it is difficult to
control. Patients of Saint Anthony’s know for example very well how to escape
regimens or how to play with rules and how to influence the flux of daily life in
the wards.

The idea that certain phenomena in modern societies are much similar to those
that take place in bodies during magical ceremonies, is described by Gil (1985).
This seems to be the case in stories of chronic schizophrenic people, who also try
to control the powers of madness. Magic is the ability of words to effect things.
Signs, symbols and myths are recycled, mixed, and put together in a way that
alienates others, but that has power to manipulate the course of events and the



others’ responsive actions. This was exactly what nurses in the closed wards of
Saint Anthony’s always complained about; their plans were thwarted by incarnate
stories  of  their  patients;  they  felt  manipulated,  and  the  daily  routine  was
disturbed.

It is tempting and reasonable to describe the world of chronic schizophrenic-
psychotic people as magical if one looks at core aspects of the affliction: ‘reality
testing’ and the differentiation between logical and prelogical thinking. Generally,
it is assumed that schizophrenic people live ‘outside reality’. It is also suggested
that the psychotic world is irrational. However, it can be misleading to contrast
the  world  of  normal  and  abnormal;  reality  and  ‘outside  reality’.  First,
schizophrenic people also live in ‘reality’ (the normal) for a greater part of their
time. Second, the magical world cannot be described in terms of the normal
discourse. The mad world has its own universe of discourse, its own conception of
reality and criteria of rationality, perhaps different from the nonpsychotic world.
Until  here,  the  argument  is  similar  to  Winch’s  argument  that  describes  the
scientific form and the magico-religious form of thinking as a distinct form of
social life whose practices and beliefs are only intelligible in the context in which
they are held (Winch 1958). This is precisely the argument of Goffman (1961),
which I have described in the previous section of this paper. It is also true, but not
surprising,  that  the psychotic  world is  often seen as ‘savage’;  that  psychotic
people are, to put it in Comte’s not too fine words: ‘slaves of the infinite variety of
phenomena’  and  ‘nebulous  symbolisation’  (Comte  1908,  cited  in  Lévi-Strauss
1996). However, Winch insisted on the incommensurability of the two worlds
(science and magic). That would mean that no communication is possible. As we
have seen in the discussion on private and public symbols, the symbols used by
mad people are known, public and private at the same time. The differences
between the two worlds lie in the fact that non-schizophrenic people and chronic
schizophrenic people live different forms of life. For this reason, the magic world
of mad people demands its own discourse, logic and rationality. The problem
is whether others will accept this discourse.

There is another fascinating parallel between the magic world of mad people and
other magic worlds, in relation to power. Both Taussig (1987) and Lévi-Strauss
(1955) discussed the magical power of the written word. To quote Taussig (1987:
262): ‘what is in effect obtained through the purchase of magic books is the magic
of the printed word as print has acquired this power in the exercise of colonial



domination with its fetishization of print, as in the Bible and the law. Magica, so it
seems to me, does not so much magicalize colonising print as draw out the magic
inherent in its rationality and monologic function in domination’ (my emphasis). I
see the parallel between the magical books of the Colombian Indians with mad
stories in the idea of the power of written words.

Schizophrenic people also are very aware of the power the
reports,  files,  judicial  decisions  –  all  written  words,  that
determine and control their lives. The patients often counter
them with letters to the board of the hospital, psychiatrists,
judges,  or  other personnel  of  Saint  Anthony’s,  repeatedly
and  in  a  ritualistic  way,  often  with  similar  words.  Lévi-
Strauss (1955) described the case of chief Namikwara, who

imitated the ethnographer’s writing and in so doing gained prestige among his
people,  even  if  his  writing  was  not  understood.  This  example  also  shows  a
similarity  with  the  patients’  writings.  For  example,  Rosemary,  an  older
schizophrenic woman in one of Saint Anthony’s wards, had a typewriter in her
room with which she wrote letters about her life to staff members, to me, and to
her mother. The typewriter gave her prestige in the ward; her room partly gave
the  impression  of  an  office  (she  was  a  secretary  at  one  of  the  Dutch
multinationals), or a ‘writer’s room’. Besides, Rosemary tried to convince others
with her letters that she, although ‘mad’, was capable of controlling her own life.
Rosemary  repeated  her  typewriting  and  her  stories  over  and  over  again.  It
seemed, like the stories of other patients, a ritual performed with symbols, words,
and attributes.

The repetitive and formulaic nature of the mad stories resembles the fixed rites in
a liturgy, although this ‘liturgy’ is not, like for example the religious liturgy, in
service  of  the  community.  But  the  mad  stories  have  important  liturgical
characteristics  in  their  repetition  of  the  same  symbols,  words,  and  actions.
Besides, like in a liturgy, they need answers from others (staff members, people in
the streets, family members, the anthropologist). Mostly, it is assumed that the
stories are about the past;  the events of the past are constructed within the
personal and social history of the patients. Thus seen, the stories are attempts to
give meanings to the past. This is also the case in liturgy: what happened in the
past – for example, the Last Supper – is re-given meaning and memorised.

However, mad stories are not so much attempts to remember the past or to give
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meaning to it;  they are attempts to master and control  the future.  This also
resembles the liturgy; it means reunion of people (and gods) and renewing the
bonds within the group. Mad stories reclaim the place of their tellers in the
community. Mad people tell and live their stories in an almost ritualistic manner:
they tell the same stories over and over again, they use the same symbols and
they will live them again and again. They have to, because they have to practise
double magic: the counter magic to control the powers of the healing system, and
the magic to control the powers of the madness.

Remembrance and repetition are attempts to master not only the past, but also
the future. During all the years that I heard the mad stories of the same persons
in different periods of their lives, I discovered that the stories did not change.
This discovery was confirmed by review of the patients’ files and the stories of
therapists  and nurses.  There was also  something else.  In  anthropology,  it  is
assumed that stories are about the past,  about those parts of  life which are
already lived. Events of the past are constructed within the personal and social
history. Thus seen, memories and repetitive compulsion are attempts to master
the past  and to give new meaning to it.  However,  we should not  stress the
reflexivity of  people,  the re-play of  past actions,  too much. In our studies of
narration, we also should consider that stories may be a fore-play of what will
happen in the future.

Having  said  that  symbolisation  and  metaphorisation  of  mad  people  are  not
idiosyncratic or private, we still have a problem. This is the issue of distance and
demetaphorisation. Usually, a metaphor or a symbol stands for something else,
but mad people often are what they say they are. They tie the symbols directly to
their body and life. Thus, there is no difference between the story and the life. Jim
told me his story, as he insisted, for the last time in his life. Then, he told me that
he was a rock. How can we understand this? We know that people can be ‘steady
as a rock’, but this was not what Jim meant. He is a rock. Maybe, anthropology,
and also psychoanalysis, would interpret the ‘rock’ as a symbol for insensitivity
and closeness to the outer world and incapability to have inner feelings. Another
interpretation is possible. The fantasy of the rock, a powerful cultural symbol, can
be a mark in the process where a schizophrenic man closes his body for the forces
which make him repeat his story vis-à-vis more powerful stories. The solution for
his frustration and hopelessness may be to become a rock. The problem that
others have with these kinds of stories is that such things are symbols for them,



whereas they are reality for mad people.

This leads me to the role and the weight of culture in the stories and lives of the
people of the wards. Anthropology may see culture as a collective of beliefs,
customs, symbols, etcetera. There are more than a hundred definitions of culture,
but what is often lacking is that culture is also a force, an energy that is directed
to something. Culture has power over people. It is even so strong that people
become ‘possessed’ by symbols and stories and do everything to come close to,
for example, an ideal model. The body model of the tiny, active and thus beautiful
woman may have such a strong impact on girls, that they will go beyond a healthy
life pattern, become taken over by the image, and become anorectic. But when
they are, they are told that they are not healthy or beautiful at all.
Cultural ideals and images cannot be described as coherent. What to do with
‘walking stories’? The stories will make clear, as we will see, that people are not
helpless victims or scapegoats. They are active agents who have nothing else than
what their culture provides them to combat. They reclaim more than their own
lives. They also reclaim the right to be involved in moral and cultural matters. The
symbols and myths are not used as metaphors for signifying illness. Rather, they
are used by people to re-take their place within the culture. They have to tell their
stories, and others should listen, because they are not about illness; they are
about the human/cultural condition.

One of the stories from Walking Stories: Vincent, Morrison and the cosmic man

Desire and resistance of a schizophrenic man

Billy, are you completely crazy?
No, it’s true. Really. This guy told me. It’s true. I’m really gonna do it.
I bet only reason you won’t come with me is because I ain’t got any money. Well,
listen, I’m telling you
I’m gonna go back up there and getme some money, lots of it, maybe
even ten thousand. And then I’m coming back for you. I’m coming back.
– Jim Morrison: the Hitchhiker

The story of Vincent is emblematic for my argument. I followed Vincent’s well and
woo for many years. In general, his story and his life remained the same over all
those years. Vincent had a dream and this dream became his life. He lived his
story and he still does. Obviously, the ideas and models which were so important



in our shared history were so strong for him that he could not resist them. His
story shows the magic of culture and his struggle to resist and manipulate the
world. How does this work?
Anthropologists have highlighted that ‘human motivation’ has to be understood as
the product of interaction between events and things in the social world and
interpretation of those events and things in people’s psyche (Strauss 1992: 1).
This approach stresses that motivation depends on cultural models, but that the
motivation is not automatically derived from ideology, discourses or symbols in a
culture. Cultural models have a ‘directive force’; they set forth goals and include
desire. Emotions and cognition are interrelated. According to Quinn (1992) an
important way cultural models become goal-schemas is by supplying people with
understanding of themselves. It often is assumed that mad people suffer from
disturbances in the sense of self. These disturbances are attributed to a false
incorporation  into  culture  in  the  crucial  stage of  childhood,  causing a  semi-
permanent identity-crisis and a repetitive desire to construct a self. This, in turn,
results in continuous redefinitions or elaborations of an imaginative, ‘unrealistic
self’.
However,  the  sense  of  self  or  self-understanding may vary  throughout  one’s
lifetime and may even vary from situation to situation. We all have to deal with
experiences which raise disturbing existential questions, with ‘sequestration of
experience’ (Giddens 1991). Many of us are ‘homeless minds’ in an era in which
old cultural boundaries are opened up and new ones are established. However, it
is sufficiently shown that these disturbances and inconsistencies do not mean
fragmentation  or  permanent  disturbances  in  a  person’s  self  per  se.  In  fact,
Vincent’s story is about a ‘stable self’: he remained the same ‘self’ over many
years. The story of Vincent has to be interpreted differently; it is a reclaiming of
his  life  and  his  story  from psychiatric  discourse  and  therefore  is  a  form of
resistance: against medical discourse, against moral ambiguities in his culture.
Vincent’s desire seems to be a positive force which produces resistance against
the moral and ideologies, power and control. Above all, his story and his life form
a resistance against ‘settings of technical correction’ (Giddens 1991: 160) and a
plea for imagination and emotional ‘play’ with culture.



The story and the life of Vincent
Vincent  was a  forty  year  old  schizophrenic  man.  Vincent
looks like his famous namesake: Vincent van Gogh. He was
red-haired.  His  face  has  also  the  tensed  and  restless
expression that can be seen on Van Gogh’s self portraits. As
a result of extensive use of psychotropes his movements are
sometimes slow and his tongue hangs out of his mouth. He

has lived for more than twenty-four years in a mental hospital together with his
brother, who is also diagnosed as schizophrenic. He is a well-known man in the
hospital and in the nearby city. When a student came to see me for advice on her
master’s thesis on mental illness she saw the portrait of Vincent in my office. She
recognised him and told me stories about his life in the city. Those stories were
very similar to what I heard during my fieldwork!

When we ascribe an identity to another person it may summon resistance of that
person. The resistance is comprehensible, but in clinical psychiatry it is made an
issue. Consider the utterance of Vincent, who was involved in a conversation with
his personal supervisor. The conversation was a part of my research project on
schizophrenic and psychotic people (Van Dongen 1994). Therapists and nurses
talked with their patients about the patients’ lives. Contrary to most of Vincent’s
conversations, this one was a rather sad reflection on his situation. It was not like
his usual wonderful stories of success, pop culture and cosmic life.

The  nurse  and  Vincent  recorded  the  conversation.  The  opening  is  as
follows: [Nurse: How long are you in psychiatry?] I want to undo my chocolate.
[Nurse: Vincent?] Vincent undoes his chocolate and does not say a word. [Nurse:
How long are you in psychiatry?] Vincent does not answer. [Nurse: Well, let me
ask you in another way. How long are you taken in here?] Vincent: Twenty-one
years!

These utterances point to several things: the starting point of the nurse, Vincent’s
reluctance  to  answer  the  first  question  and  the  assumption  that  there  is
something special with psychiatry to Vincent. The nurse wanted to talk about
Vincent’s  life  in  a  linear  chronological  way:  from the beginning of  Vincent’s
admission to  the hospital  to  the present.  Vincent’s  reluctance to  answer the
question about his life in psychiatry is clear.

However, as soon as the nurse asked in a different way, Vincent responded. He
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strongly  disliked  being  identified  with  a  mental  inpatient.  He  had  a  totally
different view on the hospital. For him, the hospital was a place to sleep, to eat
and to get protection when the outside world had become too threatening. The
hospital  was  a  shelter  for  withdrawing  and  settling  down  after  a  turbulent
evening out in the city. Vincent often remarked ironically that everyone had to
work and yet could not be sure to have a home, good food and enough leisure
time. He was sure to have such things. But he resisted being referred to as a
psychiatric patient. This had a strong negative impact, as it did for most of the
patients who participated in my research. The model of a mental patient had
a negative moral dimension and a negative directive force. It did not fit into his
self-perception, just as it did not fit most patients in my research. The model of
madness was related to guilt and shame.

Popular ideas of madness in western cultures are less rational and biomedical
than one may expect. Those ideas include different cultural models of the human
mind, the brain, religion, etcetera. They also include models of the moral order.
Popular  models  are  vague and loosely  constituted.  However,  they  share  one
aspect.  They  explain  when  someone  exceeds  the  limits  of  the  social  order.
Exceeding limits  is  shameful  and embarrassing,  not  only for  the person who
crosses the border,  but  even more for  the members of  the social  group.  By
ascribing the responsibility for exceeding limits to individual failure and personal
guilt the madness and shame become a matter of the individual who commits the
‘crime’. Madness becomes badness. To be assigned as a psychiatric patient means
a moral judgement for the person. Vincent shows this belief in a compact package
of ideas which is related to his view of the social reality and self-identification (cf.
Strauss 1992: 205-207). The hospital was for Vincent a ‘place where strange and
wild things happen’ and ‘fights are going on’. He went through ‘mad things like
scuffles and breaking windows and so on’. He said that he had not a ‘psychiatric
disease’, but that he went to the institution ‘to rest’ and ‘to become an adult’. For
him, the hospital was a ‘nunnery’, which indeed it was twenty years ago. It had a
protective meaning. His ideas about madness and the mental hospital belonged to
an ‘authorative discourse’: ‘sharply demarcated, compact and inert […] one must
either totally affirm it, or totally reject it’ (Bakhtin 1981: 343).

There is no doubt that Vincent rejected the model of madness and the connected
intrinsic moral judgement. The consequence was a considerable inner and social
conflict, since others identified him as ‘mad’ or ‘schizophrenic’. His turmoil was



connected to conflicts with nurses, family and people in the town. In spite of his
overt rejection of  the madness model,  Vincent was always involved in fights,
quarrels,  drinking,  gambling,  begging  and  exhibitionism.  In  short,  he  was
involved in all the things, which he thought to have belonged to the mad-bad
model. Vincent was very aware of the contradictions between his models and
those of others, and of the difference between a part of his story and his actual
behaviour. He knew that he was different. He said: ‘I am unlike others, maybe
because I am red-haired.’ He knew that others rejected him and he cared about it:
‘They always reject me. When I enter a pub, they will say ta-ta. In other words,
they say: Piss off. I am hardly inside when they say: Ta-ta, piss off!’

How did he manage the contradictions for himself and in front of relevant others?
First,  he  reversed  the  moral  dimension  of  the  popular  madness-badness
model. He was not mad, he was not bad: God does not exist any longer, because
the people are bad. The devil became a common human being. People destroy
each other when they finish their plundering […]. All that I say wrong, are the
thoughts of bad people. From my birth on I fight with bad people.

The badness of others was directly fixed upon Vincent. He experienced ‘the lives
of others’.  This sensation gave him ‘troubled feelings’,  because ‘people creep
under his thoughts’. The badness of others had become a physical experience.
Other subjects like death, education, fatherhood, psychiatry and sexuality were
penetrated by the evil of other people. This had such a strong negative effect on
Vincent that he wanted to be ‘a cosmic man’, stripped of all human qualities and
possibilities to do any evil: I want to be a cosmic man. Cosmic people don’t die.
They don’t have an anus. They are very clean and wear white clothes. They have a
kind of penis, but they don’t masturbate or crap. […] Life in the cosmos is rough.
You have to drink until you feel good.

Sometimes he thought that he ‘had to lay down shorn and naked’ until he was
transformed. The only way in which he would achieve his exalted goal was by a
life in the hospital, where he could ‘work’ at his transformation. He said: ‘I work
at my standstill, to live at myself.’ This higherlevel goal – the ultimate ‘good’ – was
an echo of a Buddhist ideal of the seventies which told him to make his mind
empty in order to achieve the absolute state of Nirvana. This ideal was mixed with
other ideas of the seventies, when flower power, pop culture and alienation from
the  parental  generation  predominated  the  lives  of  adolescents.  We  hear
wellknown cultural and psychological issues in Vincent’s story of the cosmos:



human beings who are  not  imprisoned in  lower desires  like  sexuality;  white
clothes could signify purity; the cosmos could be heaven: one feels good. Purifying
oneself by removing everything that is dirty (clothes and hair): shaving could be
symbolic castration. There exists an over-determination of meaning in Vincent’s
story. There are lots of symbols of different (cross)cultural domains. Shaving for
example is also a symbol of castration in Buddhist India. One can recognise the
angels  in  the  people  without  anuses  and  the  little  virgin  penis.  Thus,  this
polysemy refers to the determination by the motives of evil and good, and the
many symbols which Vincent used. The problem is that there is no distancing or
disconnection between the desire and the cultural public domain of storytelling.
The story’s text remains close to Vincent. His story is perceived by others as
‘fleurs du mal’, an illusion, simply ‘crazy’, or personal symbolism. The assumption
that crazy people tell through the use of personal symbols, which are cultural but
not  distanced  from  motives,  desires  or  imagination,  means  that  they  are
disempowered. The symbols are similar to the public symbols.

When Vincent was a young man he was very attracted by these ideas. He tried to
get rid of an authoritarian father and he wanted to live like his idols Jim Morrison
and The Doors.  Vincent was the son of  a factory worker.  His mother was a
housewife. He had left school when he was sixteen years old. He became a waiter
in a second rate restaurant. He fell in love with a girl, whose parents were well-to-
do. The young couple went out and made trips by taxis. The girl’s parents were
willing to pay for them. Vincent must have felt very successful in those days,
because his family was not rich and he himself did not have the job that could
afford him the desired lifestyle. However, the relationship came to an end.

Vincent wanted to continue the life to which he had become accustomed. He
remained a regular visitor of the city’s bars. He went for taxi rides and he took
the train to Paris. His father paid these trips. When the father finally refused to
pay, Vincent’s lived dream of glamour and wealth  collapsed. Vincent became
psychotic and was admitted to the mental hospital in which he still lived at the
time of my field work. But the dream remained alive and very strong. In the first
years of his stay in the hospital he often lived in the locked wards. When his
dream took over him, he broke the windows and escaped to the city or jumped on
the train to Paris. He was imprisoned for some time, because his debts to the
national  railway  company  had  risen  to  unacceptable  heights.  Seclusion  and
imprisonment  could  not  prevent  him  from  escaping  again  and  again.  What



Vincent experienced as ‘high life’ was irresistible for him.

The idea of ‘standstill’, his identification with Jim Morrison and The Doors gave
force to a range of related goals. He wanted to be sociable, successful and well
known. In a certain way, Vincent succeeded in achieving these goals. He was well
known in the hospital. Personnel and patients knew his stories and imaginations
about his travels with Jim Morrison. Sometimes Vincent felt repelled, but he could
not convince others of this feeling. When he tried to explain his feeling to a nurse,
the latter said: When I see you in daytime… at night, well,  everybody knows
Vincent,  and  you  set  us  on  laughing.  I  don’t  have  the  feeling  that  you  are
repelled…

Jim Morrison 1969

Vincent was also well known in the nearby city. He liked to go to cafés, bars and
night clubs and to talk to the people. Sometimes he travelled by train without
paying. He still rode in taxis when he had the opportunity and the money. People
would give him a blanket when he had to sleep in porticoes of a flat at night.
However, as a psychiatric patient Vincent could not afford the lifestyle he desired.
Social insurance paid him a little pocket money, not enough to cover his costs. He
lamented: ‘How much does life cost to make it without begging?’ His passionate
wish to be Jim Morrison or to be with the pop star was so strong that he had to go
into the world, mixing with corruption and sin, dirtying [him]self with externals,
having some trick with the despised forms, instead of worshipping the sacred
mysteries of pure content (Douglas 1982: 155).

He felt frustrated, because he could not achieve the status of a ‘cosmic man’. He
felt dirty and polluted. He had a strong but not unusual idea that money was a
guarantee for success and happiness, which he saw as a bridge to the higher-level
goal of the state of emptiness, Nirvana. Success was an intermediate station to
cosmic existence. In his view earning money in the usual way was a sad thing to
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do. He rejected the social value of ‘working for your bread’ by saying: ‘Life is not
for working, life has to be pleasant.’ However, he had to supply his pocket money
in order to keep his dream alive and to live his dream. He did so by gambling,
begging and exhibitionism. These activities belonged to the evil, the polluting. He
slept in the street or in porticoes of houses on a piece of cardboard when he had
no money to pay the bus or a taxi. For others he was no different from the tramps
that people the modern big cities nowadays.

For himself, dirtying was a necessary evil: he did so to achieve his goals. Each
little amount of money he got by begging, gambling or exhibitionism permitted
him to be like Morrison for a short time. To be like the pop star was a mark on the
road to Nirvana. The ideas of the pop culture – fame, plenty of money, beverage,
women, music and a ‘flashy lifestyle’ – were part of Vincent’s success model. This
model was a strong leading principle. But begging, gambling and other behaviour
gave rise to conflicts with others. In the city Vincent was abused many times. The
incidents that followed his exhibitionism illustrate this: I show my penis. [Els: You
do?] They say that I must do that and I get forty guilders. [Els: If you don’t want
to do it, you can refuse.] No, I must, otherwise they beat me up. It is like a rape
when they beat me. They beat so heavily, it’s like I am in a woman. [Els: Why are
people so curious to see your penis?] I am red-haired and red-haired people are
special. So, people want to see my penis with that red hair. That’s special for
them. [Els: Don’t you think it’s annoying for you?] Even the sportsmen do it when
they take a shower. [Els: Is that the same?] Yes, they are naked.

In this narrative Vincent related his exhibitionism with his otherness. He also
stressed the role of others and his helplessness. His abnormality was transformed
into the badness of others. The realisation of his dream clashed painfully with his
madness, the evil and the limits of society. No matter how strong the motivational
force of  his  success model  was,  in this  case the bridge between money and
success  and  the  good  was  very  insecure.  The  piers  of  this  bridge  were
inadmissible behaviour and social taboos. Nevertheless, Vincent showed a certain
obstinacy in his continuously repeated efforts to achieve success on his way to the
cosmos. Vincent was an incarnated problem of the western consumer society. One
the one hand, his life is an extreme example of the rat race: pursuing success and
happiness. On the other hand, his life was a struggle between evil and good.

Desire and passion
Vincent’s story may support the claim of certain psychiatric theories that the



process of becoming a ‘self’ in psychotic people is disturbed. Serious disorders as
psychosis  and  schizophrenia  have  disturbances  in  the  sense  of  identity  and
capacity for social relationships. However, to view psychosis or schizophrenia as a
combination  of  ego-functions  and  deficiencies  in  parental  education,  family
structure and communication show the cultural foundation of the approach. The
cultural beliefs and values are manifest on the level of ideology, but also on the
level  of  behaviour  and  social  interaction.  Prominent  characteristics  are  self-
reliance,  selfdirection  and  verbal  expression  (Kirschner  1992).  These  notions
persist in modern psychiatric ideas. Vincent’s story and life may support this
view. He does not seem a person who is self-reliant, autonomous. His behaviour
does not match the accepted social behaviour, his verbal expressions violate the
rules of interaction. His life story suggests that the theory of a derailed self
through disturbed identification and education is  right.  His  hospital  files  tell
about an indulgent mother and an authoritative father; an uncertain situation in
childhood, due to which Vincent’s ego was not integrated in the cultural domain.

In psychosis the passage from the imaginary order to the symbolic order does not
take place (Lacan 1966). The name of the Father (to be understood symbolically)
is rejected (‘forclusion du nom-du-père’). This means that the configuration of
differences and rules – the law of the Father – is also rejected. The child does not
participate in the symbolic (linguistic-social) game. The ‘metaphore paternelle’
fails and the result is that the child stays subordinated to desire (of the mother).
The  child has no choice and no own identity. The child coincides with the other’s
words. It has no possibility to take a symbolic marked identity from the symbolic
order and therefore it has no distinguished position. His self is what others say it
is. For Lacan the idea of an integrated ego is rejectable.
Every self is divided and fragmented. Desire is the inevitable result of division and
fragmentation, and becomes the motor of human creations. Lacan’s idea is similar
to Ewing’s notion. This anthropologist states that the presentation of the self may
differ from context to context (Ewing 1991). Desire created Vincent’s ‘cosmic
man’.  The fulfilment of  that desire (being first  like Jim Morrison in order to
become a cosmic man), however, could not be achieved through the life Vincent
had since he was an adolescent. In a Lacanian view desire means only more
desire. According to this view Vincent’s desire was a regressive process. His
dream of success and the good leads him back to his starting point again and
again. However, the dream and the subsequent stories are more than that: they
are means to survive and to resist.



Plurality and anbiguity are to be studied in their context. Vincent’s ideas about
the self embody certain assumptions about the person which are characteristic of
the  culture  in  the  south  of  the  Netherlands.  Here  the  self  consists  also  of
significant others. The self is partly composed of elements over which a person
has no control. The self can change and is less unbound and autonomous. Vincent
shows for example this awareness when he said: ‘You have to live with other
people in a social way.’ Psychotic people frequently violate the cultural rules in
order to satisfy their needs. Vincent was involved in an ongoing social conflict.
Sometimes  it  seemed  as  if  he  did  not  experience  an  offence  of  a  cultural
prohibition when showing his genitals in town. However, rather than suggesting
that  there  is  no  conflict,  as  some psychiatrists  do,  I  suggest  that  Vincent’s
behaviour was intentional and conflictual. It is well known that when people learn
different  or  conflicting  assumptions  about  what  is  right  or  wrong,  moral  or
natural, a possibility exists for resistance to cultural ideas and beliefs (Quinn
1992:  122).  In Vincent’s  case the conflicting assumptions had their  origin in
childhood. His rigid assumptions about the evil and the good were not simply
cultural models which had directive force because they were learned in childhood
and experienced as ‘natural’. Vincent’s story suggests a long process, beginning
in adolescence, in which his ideas about failure, success, evil, purity, etcetera
became  incorporated  in  Vincent’s  understanding  of  himself  and  led  to  the
identification with Jim Morrison. His behaviour and his almost conscious will to
behave like he did echoed, as I wrote before, ideals of the youth in the seventies:
resistance against authority and the ideal of total personal freedom. In fact, it
echoes resistance against the cultural law by a large ‘peer group’ of adolescents:
the ‘protest generation’.

Vincent’s technique of resistance was that of parody and grotesque realism. He
offended precisely those cultural norms of which he said that to offend was a bad
thing to do. He did it very openly. Begging, drinking, and exhibitionism seemed to
be what Goffman (1971) called ‘ceremonial  profanations’, i.e. conscious offence
that shows sensitivity for values and norms.

Anthropologists  showed  that  the  directive  force  of  cultural  models  is  ‘over
determined’.  Social sanctions, pressure for conformity, reward and values act
together to give a model its directive force (D’Andrade 1984: 98). In this sense
the cultural models Vincent used seemed not very rewarding for him. His offence
was  chastised  immediately,  sometimes  through  beatings,  sometimes  in  the



hospital by being prohibited from going out. The socialisation process seemed not
to be very effective. Vincent was admitted to a psychiatric hospital and he lived in
the margins of society. He offended the rules and violated cultural norms. No
matter what therapists or other mental health workers did over the years to
reinforce a moral and proper way to behave, he maintained his dream and thus
his way of living for more than twenty years. Obviously, there was a strong force
involved. Vincent knew the values and norms of his culture, but he had different
feelings about them. For him norms and values were associated with strong
negative feelings. His experiences with people in town, his resistance against the
ascribed identity of psychiatric patient and his feelings about the ‘hypocrisy’ and
‘badness’ of people caused these feelings. To understand what motivated Vincent
(and others as well) we must know the feelings that he associated with cultural
models as the result of his specific life experience. They were his passions of life…

If culturally organized views of possibility and sense must figure centrally in the
acquisition  of  a  sense  of  self  –  providing  images  in  terms  of  which  we
unselfconsciously connect ideas and actions – then culture makes a difference
that concerns not simply what we think but how we feel about and live our lives.
Affects, then, are no less cultural and no more private than beliefs (Rosaldo 1984:
140-141).

Desire and intentions
It is not so strange that Vincent wished for a completely different way of life when
we know how he lived. The different life was situated in the cosmos. For other
psychotic people the ideal way of being was in heaven or in some utopia. One may
say that the ‘real’ life of psychotic people forms a negative force. Often, this
particular kind of desire had not developed in childhood, but in adolescence.
From my research data it became clear that most of the psychotic patients which
expressed so plainly a desire for heaven, utopia, or cosmos, were the adolescents
of the seventies.

They were involved in the counterculture of that era. This desire is not so very
different from a general desire people express for example in religion, myths or
ideologies. The problem is not that psychotic people desire heaven or so, but that
they desire it  too often and too ‘loud’,  therewith showing that the desire for
‘heaven’ is ridiculous. For us, this is very uneasy, because that which we express
and believe in religion or ideologies, we deny to madness.



Should we define desire as a force that is characterised by a lack of something?
Or should we view it as a positive force? Lacan (1961) defines desire as a lack,
but  Deleuze and Guattari  view desire as a presence and a productive force.
According to these authors ‘needs are derived from desire:  they are counter
products within the real that desire produces’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1984: 27). In
their theory an individual is not bound to be a slave of his desire nor is the desire
always a repetition of the oedipal triad mother-father-ego, but a will-to-power, a
will-to-become, while opposing the regular social discourse. The authors do not
exclude Lacan’s  version of  desire,  but  they see desire as  discursive,  that  is,
emanating from power and control, while the object of desire is created in social
discourse. In their view desire is dual. I will explain this by Vincent’s case.

On the one hand, when his desire to become a ‘cosmic man’ is seen as a lack,
there  is  always  something  that  is  lost  and  has  to  become  reinforced.  In  a
psychiatric view, what is lost is his sense of self and his sense of reality. What has
to be reinforced involves re-territorialisation of his ideas and beliefs within the
common ideology. This is what psychiatry wants to do. On the other hand, when
his desire is conceived as a willtobecome, Vincent would have room for resistance
to the social and the cultural order. In this case re-territorialisation becomes an
outcome of discursive practices. This means for example that the ‘cosmic man’
can be made into a central figure in conversations with Vincent.

However, there is still Vincent’s desire to be like Jim Morrison. I explain this
desire for identification as a bridge between his actual life and his life in the
cosmos. This desire cannot be explained by repetition of an oedipal model or a
familial model of authority. Morrison is for Vincent a model of anti-authority. It is
possible to see the repetition of the ‘Morrison’-desire as ‘pursuing failure’, as
Shafer (1984) describes for clients in clinical psychiatry. These clients have failed
in life tasks and their emotional patterns related to these failures seem to persist.
Failures  become  goals  with  directive  force  and  their  pursuit  is  valorised.
Embroiding this theme, failure can be a model of something that happens to
vulnerable people and the model of a vulnerable self with elements over which
one  has  no  control  might  make  failure  a  goal.  Thus,  powerful  forces  like
marginality, moral judgement of others, exclusion or denial of worth on the basis
of a position as a psychiatric in-patient can lead Vincent to take on some of these
models. It can be argued that this is for example the case with marginality when
Vincent  sleeps  on  the  streets,  in  porticoes,  or  even  on  a  dung-hill.  But  the



Morrison-model – the desire to double Morrison – is more complicated than an
intra-psychic model of free, individual choice (if there is any!). There are two
important  items  related  to  Vincent’s  Morrison-model,  which  I  would  like  to
discuss. Firstly, desire as a positive intentional force of resistance, and secondly,
desire as a ‘political’ and mimetic process.

Vincent was an active agent. He was the ‘nomadic subject, able to become, to
resist, to see that things can be otherwise’ (Fox 1993: 86). The desire of Vincent
to be Morrison soaked his life. Morrison was a model with a strong directive force
for  many  years.  ‘Higher-level  goals’  clustered  around  this  model:  success,
freedom and happiness. Morrison stood for all. Nothing is abnormal in the goals
of success, freedom or happiness in the Anglo-American and Northern European
cultures. D’Andrade (1984: 98) notes for example about the American emphasis
on success: ‘there are external sanctions involving money and employment, there
are conformity pressure of many kinds, and there are the direct personal rewards
and value satisfactions’.

However, for Vincent the achievement of these goals did not pass off by socially
accepted employment, but precisely by the opposite. He tried to achieve the goals
by begging, gambling or exhibitionism. These activities are not signs of madness
per se, but in Vincent’s case they are signified as symptoms of mental illness.
However, they offered Vincent satisfaction and pleasure, because if he succeeded
to win a couple of hundred guilders by tapping the buttons of a gambling machine
his dream about ‘good life’  became reality.  People would accept a drink and
would even have a conversation with him. He would take a taxi and the chauffeur
would be polite and open the door for him. This gave him ‘the kick’.

The directive force of such models cannot be entirely explained by personal and
social  reward.  According  to  D’Andrade  there  are  two  motivational  systems
involved with cultural meaning  systems: one that satisfies personal needs and
another that represents a self as proof of a particular set of values (D’Andrade
1984: 98). For example, what motivated Vincent to identify himself with Morrison
may be rewarding because it satisfied his need for recognition and attention. The
effect of this open identification was the constant attention and care of mental
health  workers,  because  this  identification  was  conceived  as  a  sign  of
madness. Ironically, mad people have to behave mad in order to stay in social
contact with others. The identification also represented the ‘free’ self and this self
came close to the cosmic man.



However, the need for success and related feelings of freedom and happiness was
only temporarily satisfied. The ways in which Vincent tries to fulfil his desire often
meant a social conflict. We can hardly speak of any form of reward in this case.
What made Vincent do this again and again? To explain this, we need another
dimension of desire, namely intentionality. From a psychological view intentions
are mental representations capable of being realised in action. I do not mean a
full conscious effort to make something clear or to satisfy a desire. Analogous to
Sperber and Wilson (1986) who see a communicative intention not just as an
intention to inform someone else of something, but as an intention to make an
informative intention known to the one who  communicates and the one who
listens, intention of desire is a semi-conscious effort to make an intention clear or
to make clear that there is an intention to everyone who is involved in social
interaction. Desire is thus not only a positive force that takes place in the real, as
Deleuze and Guattari see it, but also an intentional force, not only to fulfil needs
but also a force that is effective and productive in the social domain. The desiring
subject communicates an intention with the desire. The question is what effects it
has, and what it produces.

Jim Morrison and especially his ideas of fame, a ‘flashy’ lifestyle, plenty of money,
spirits,  women  and  music,  were  strong  leading  principles  for  Vincent.  The
proceeds of begging, gambling and  other business enabled Vincent to live like his
model. He could buy drinks and ride in a taxi. This, in turn, gave him the idea that
he was ‘on the road with Jim’. Vincent told me: ‘I think I am the fifth Doors.’ This
is a remarkable phenomenon. Vincent did exactly what Morrison did. Morrison
was not only a ‘success model’ for young people. Essential components of his life
were ‘doing dirty’, protest, nihilism, anti-materialism and death. It is striking that
Vincent fitted almost perfectly in this double Morrison-model. But the dark side of
the model,  e.g.  anti-social  behaviour and death, was disregarded in Vincent’s
discourse. About Morrison’s death, he said: Is he still alive, Morrison? [Therapist:
He is dead.] He is dead? But I never found out he is dead! [Therapist: No?] Never.
Does it hurt? [Therapist: I don’t know, I was never dying.] I don’t know whether
he is dead or not.

When the movie on Morrison’s life and death was shown in the nearby town,
Vincent did not want to see it. When I took a photo of Morrison’s grave at Père
Lachaise in Paris, he did not want to see it. He said that he disliked ‘the ugly
images of Morrison’, but I believe that seeing Morrison’s grave or the film would



mean the end of Vincent’s story and thus the end of his life. The most important
thing in Morrison’s life for Vincent was his glamour and success. Doing dirty,
although it is an essential component of the star’s life, was not a motivating force
for Vincent, but an inevitable necessity. Vincent pointed therefore to the evil of
others and the ‘logic’ of his own behaviour. He did dirty, but by doing so he was
confronted with norms and values in his society. His behaviour was not tolerated.
Complaints of his family, fights in the town, people making a fool of him and
sending him away were the results. Yet, some of the things Vincent did are not
uncommon in towns, where people ‘celebrate the weekend’ or have their parties.
Carnivalesque  ideas  and  a  ‘we-live-just-once’  model  could  be  seen.  Vincent
described this as follows: They say: We live just once, when they walk around with
a big glass of beer. Do you understand that? Who lives once? They say: When we
are dead, we rot away, so let us drink! That is not possible. There is maybe a life
after life. Incarnation? Rubbish! It is your world. You see so many people and then
you may ask yourself: Why are you seeing that? Why are they destroyed like that?

Vincent connected the carelessness of people, their badness, the evil and the
consequent  destruction.  He contrasted these with  the  cosmos,  the  good and
infinity: My life is eternal. […] I don’t reincarnate, I disappear. The universe is
infinite. Life continues till the entire universe is filled up with cosiness. There is
no end to my life.

Vincent did ‘bad things’ to be in the ‘scene’ he despises. This was not simply
copying  Morrison’s  life.  The  proceeds  of  his  ‘jobs’  guaranteed  him not  only
fulfilling of a personal desire to be Morrison, but also meant (short-term) social
relationships. This was the only way Vincent had. Alternative social institutions
that could satisfy his social needs were missing. Through his madness and status
of psychiatric patient he was marginal and lonely. So, social aspects created the
conditions of the force of his models. The forbidden actions Vincent used to attain
his  goals  belonged  to  these  social  factors.  What  he  did  openly,  others  did
clandestine. He knew this: I have to tell everything to my wife. Are you mine?
[Els: No, I have already someone else. I am not yours, but I am listening. Tell me.]
Well, if I tell my wife she falls asleep… [Els: I don’t fall asleep. Do you have a
friend?] Yes. She is a twin. [Els: Does she live here?] No, I meet her in town. She
takes a gin from me and leaves it. Then my money is gone and she does not want
anymore. If I had five thousand guilders, she would come with me, she said. She
is so beautiful, she is a twin. I want to tell her anything, but she won’t listen.



He almost exactly copied a song of Morrison, i.e. ‘The Hitchhiker’ (the text is at
the beginning of this part). This image suited Vincent. He was wandering about
and he always tried to get some money so that he could buy love and a social
relationship.

An  older  but  still  actual  argument  of  Goffman  (1971)  in  his  ‘Asylums’  on
intentionality of mad behaviour is that such behaviour is not so much a result of
any violence, but an intentional offence of rules. The behaviour shows sensitivity
for those rules. It is a profanation. According to Goffman the behaviour is of
interest,  because  it  shows  us  the  common  ritual  order.  In  its  offence  the
behaviour shows us rules of which we are hardly aware in our daily lives. Later
(1971:  411),  Goffman  adds:  ‘In  sum,  mental  symptoms  are  wilful  situational
improprieties.’ It is not so difficult to see the intentionality of ‘mad’ acting here.
Also the relation with Morrison’s wilful offences of culture and social rules and
norms is clear. The openness with which Vincent offended cultural norms brought
him not only into conflict with people in town, but the offence ridiculed a double
moral.

Norms of  what people can do in public  are ambivalent and ambiguous.  This
ambivalence and ambiguity offered to Vincent (and other psychotic people as
well) different possibilities to withdraw himself from the obligations of ‘social
regulation’ and cultural norms. Vincent’s contempt of behaviour of the feasters in
town was evoked in others by his own behaviour. Showing his genitals in town
was to stage the hidden and secret perversity of people: ‘They say I have to.’
When  Vincent  would  refuse  to  do  what  the  drunken  people  asked,  he  was
punished by abuse. When he did what was asked, because he wanted to earn
some money and because people wanted to see his penis, he was punished by his
supervisors in the hospital. This was a dilemma for him.

The question is then: who was bizarre? Vincent or the people in town? I would like
to stress that I do not claim that Vincent’s ‘mad’ behaviour is a fully conscious act
to  make  people  aware  of  the  ambivalent  morals  and  norms and the  hidden
passions  in  his  society.  I  argue  that  desire  has  three  positive  intentional
dimensions which motivate people to act the way they do. First,  there is the
intention to satisfy the need to feel well, to be happy or get ‘a kick’. This is a
personal  intention.  Second,  there is  the intention to  satisfy  social  needs,  for
example to have social contacts or sympathy of others. Third, there is an intention
to express displeasure or an awareness of hidden negative aspects of a moral



system  within  a  society.  These  intentional  dimensions  are  intertwined.  For
example to express displeasure of negative aspects in a moral system can be of
personal worth because it satisfies personal needs for a certain achievement and
because ‘it represents the “good” self’ (D’Andrade 1984: 98).

Desire, resistance and mimesis
In this section I want to explore the intentionality of a desire in relation with the
effects of the behaviour that follows from that desire on other people in Vincent’s
culture.  In  other  words,  is  desire  a  ‘will-to-power’  that  has  a  positive  social
impact? Is it a political act? Vincent’s caricatured mimesis of Morrison and ‘wilful
situational  improprieties’  had an enormous impact  on social  relationships for
himself, but did they show the ambiguity of cultural values and norms? In other
words, could Vincent be compared with the trickster figure? Vincent’s life threw
him into conflict with the cultural conceptions of a person, norms of behaviour
and social rules, which are in force in the society. These are regulations that
somebody  is  trained  and  educated  to  adhere  to  mainly  in  childhood.  These
regulations  always  enclose  resistance,  because  individuals  may  differ  in  the
degree to which they are committed to cultural ideas (D’Andrade 1992).* They
can reject ideas totally or partially.  [* D’Andrade expands the ideas of  Spiro
(1987) by adding the motivational force of cultural models to Spiro’s concept of
internalisation. He writes: ‘Spiro has pointed out that all parts of a culture are not
held by people in the same way; that cultural propositions vary in the degree to
which they are internalized (1987)’ (1992: 36). Somewhat before he writes: ‘Thus
it could be said that the statements generated by cultural models had directive
force for some people, that is, had a force which made people obligated to do
what the statement said. However, the term “directive force” refers to a specific
kind of motivation – the moral or quasi-moral sort, where one feels obligation’
(1992: 39)] Vincent’s desire to become Morrison and finally become a cosmic man
reflected  intentional  efforts  to  dismantle  the  cultural  rhetoric  on  decency,
autonomy, self-reliance, labour, and all other concepts which seem so important
nowadays. He showed the ‘ridiculous’ and arbitrary use of these concepts. It was
as if Vincent wanted to say: ‘You want me to be mad or to violate norms and
rules? I will give you want you want.’ He did this by well-known mechanisms in
our culture, i.e. ‘desire’, ‘mimesis’,  ‘identification’. The mime had the same effect
as that of a clown.



J i m  M o r r i s o n
(Graffiti Rosario)

The people  in  the centre  of  the city  laughed and challenged him to  behave
‘crazier’. Two issues are important. First, the issue of flexibility and constraints of
cultural ideas. Second, the related issue of power. Obviously, notions of what is,
what can be and what must be done have thresholds. On the one hand there are
infinite  possibilities  for  people  to  explain  themselves.  The  flexibility,  or
pandemonium as Gergen (1985) names it, is not as infinite as it sometimes seems
to be in a post-modern society. When Vincent said ‘I am Morrison’ or ‘I want to be
a cosmic man’, the social impact and force was large, but only because of the
irony,  ‘exaggeration’  and  impossibility  of  what  he  did.  We  cannot  gather
information about the irony in Vincent’s life from his texts as they are presented
above. We canderive his ironical attitude from the tone in which he talked and
from the rhythm of his behaviour. His stories were sometimes told in a Rabelian
way.
They are of grotesque realism, using vulgarisms, puns, mockeries and benignant
fabrications. His behaviour was also ironic. I happened to be a victim once of his
way of begging. To illustrate this I quote a fragment from my diary: There comes
Vincent! His red hair flickers as a warning signal in the sun. Without knowing
why, I feel something is going to happen.‘Hey!’, Vincent shouts. With his long thin
legs he rushes at me, his hand held out. He laughs. ‘How are you? What are you
going to do?’, he asks, while shaking my hand. ‘I am going to work, Vincent.’
‘Work? What work? Are you going to tell stories about the hospital?’ ‘Yes, I will.’
‘That’s great, that’s very great. Are you doing this alone?’ ‘Yes, I do it alone.’
Vincent  tilts  his  feet.  He  gets  a  deep  breath  and  then:  ‘Hey,  do  you  have
something for me? For buying a bottle of lemonade? You gave me something
lately, but that is gone. It does not matter what: nickels, dimes. I pay you back, I
pay you. I will tell you another story. I pay you back. Please?’ Vincent held his
hand. ‘I am so thirsty, girl!’ [To make a longer story a little shorter, I gave him
some money.] ‘I pay you back! Did you note down the dates of the coins?’ Vincent
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comes very close to me and smiles. I can smell his body and see his brown teeth.
‘Thanks, I pay you back!’ Then he disappears to the café.

I have to admit that this encounter gave me mixed feelings. On the one hand I felt
rather defenceless against Vincent’s charms. I felt as if I had to laugh, which I did
indeed. To note down the dates of the coins was ridiculous. On the other hand, I
felt repelled by unwashed flesh and I also was embarrassed, because I did not like
to be forced to give him money. The stories and behaviour of psychotic people are
tragic  and  comic.  Psychotic  people  amuse,  but  they  are  also  accusing.  The
tragedy, which summons compassion of others, guards them from total rejection.

This resembles the reactions people have for the behaviour of the trickster. The
effects of his behaviour may be compared to ‘the drastic entertainment’ of the
tricksters’ stories (Kerenyi 1972). Stories of such grotesque realism, imaginations
or fabrications are mostly only permitted in childhood, in our silent thoughts, in a
cabaret or as an artist. What Vincent did and said had to stay behind the curtains
of the public stage. His madness offered him a possibility to resist cultural values
and norms, or to challenge them. Desire became a ‘political’ process. In the story
of Morrison and the cosmic man Vincent presented himself as a caricature of the
ideal of a totally free man. This was an ideal that developed out of the youth
culture in the seventies and seems to be accepted as normal in the nineties. He
pointed to the ‘good’ and the ‘evil’ and their ambivalent character. He pointed for
example to drinking and gambling, which belong to evil things in popular cultural
ideas, but which are at the same time permitted during an evening out. With irony
and caricature the psychotic man or woman is accusing: he or she points to and
makes a mockery of cultural values and norms.

However, we have to be careful to take this resistance and protest as political
acts that undercut power and ambiguity. We can learn from feminist studies on
disease that hold that resistance and protest against gender domination do not
undercut  existing  power  relations,  but  are  utilised  in  the  maintenance  and
reproduction of these relations (Jaggar and Bordo 1992). For example, a study on
eating  disorders  shows  that  transformations  of  meaning  ‘through  which
conditions that are “objectively” (and experientially) constraining, enslaving, and
even murderous, come to be experienced as liberating, transforming, and life-
giving’  (Bordo  1992).  The  transformations  appear  to  be  non-liberating;  they
reproduce the existing models of femininity. How is this in the case of psychotic
people, whose ideas are dominated by the culturally accepted ideas? Vincent’s



protest  and  caricature  appeared  to  be  counterproductive.  The  symptoms  of
chronic psychotic diseases weaken people and turn the lives of patients into an
all-absorbing desire. Because psychotic people are wedded to an obsessive desire,
they are unable to make an  effective change in their lives when others are not
willing  to  acknowledge  the  social  meaning  of  psychotic  language.  Vincent
remained the ‘reproducer’ of the dependent person of the psychiatric in-patient.
Employing  the  language  of  the  moral  through  his  own  psychotic  ‘language’
involved the ambiguity of  that  moral  and suited perfectly  the dilemmas of  a
culture’s mores, but everything remained in its place because Vincent’s language
reproduced, rather than transforming what was protested and mocked. The fact
that the psychotic world has been taken as the ‘unreal’ world during the history of
psychiatry in spite of attempts within psychiatry to give this world its meaning, is
significant. Psychotic symptoms and pathology as potential means for resistance
and protest  serve  in  the  maintenance  of  established  and generally  accepted
cultural order. How can Vincent’s desire become implicated in the cultural order?

D’Andrade claims that the standard analysis ignores what organises the desires.
Desires are not simple things in themselves or motives independent of culture.
D’Andrade claims that desires are ‘conscious interpretations of goals activated by
other cultural schemas’ (1992: 55), and he agrees with the claim of the standard
analysis that ‘idiosyncratic and cultural schemas (or models) are organised in
complex hierarchies’.  Which schema is at the top of a person’s interpretative
system,  varies.  Top-level  models  are  ‘master  motives’  and  contain  the  most
general  goals.  For  Vincent  these  were  things  like  success,  happiness,  and
standstill.

Further down in his hierarchy of models there were things like money, social
contacts,  drinking,  women,  etcetera.  According  to  D’Andrade  there  are  two
empirical issues involved. First, it is not clear how the notion of ‘directive force’
should be used. D’Andrade proposes a psychological description by organising the
data around cultural models which have the greatest directive force. Second,
which factors cause cultural models to be internalised? For example why did the
cultural model of success affect Vincent so deeply, while others of his generation
are not so much attracted by it? D’Andrade gives us a part of the answer. It is
because  others  have  already  learned other  models,  which  interfere  with  the
success model. The author concludes: Each individual’s life history can be viewed
as  the  building  of  new  schematic  organizations  through  processes  of



accommodating to  experience and assimilating these experiences  to  previous
schematic  organizations.  The  final  result  is  a  complex  layering  and
interpenetration of  cultural  and idiosyncratic  schemas which always  contains
some degree of conflict (1992: 56).

D’Andrade’s  conclusion  is  valuable  for  Vincent’s  story.  However,  there  is  a
mechanism involved, that Girard calls mimesis. This mechanism is related to the
directive force and internalisation of models and has to do with the maintenance
of a model despite the evidence that desires will never be fulfilled. This is what
has happened in Vincent’s life. Vincent was an adolescent in a critical historical
period. It is suggested that the rivalry between youths and adults in western
societies during the seventies was uniquely critical. The young were profoundly
alienated  from  the  parental  generation.  Two  main  forms  of  dissent  were
important in that time: the radicalism of European youths with significant social
criticism,and an American experimental and flexible dissent from what Roszak
called ‘the technocracy’ (1970: 4). Although the European radicalism was closer
to the front door of the Netherlands, it  limits itself  to the intellectual young
people at the universities. It seems that the experimental dissent had a greater
impact on the young outside the universities in the Netherlands. Vincent was one
of the latter. Flower power, hippy culture or pop culture flourished well with the
youth. It offered them the impression of full freedom, with no binding loyalties, no
personal attachments, no home, no family,  no obligations, no authority.  What
Vincent, and many others with him, did not see was that the propagated ‘leisure’
of sunny beaches, luxurious hotels, big cars, cool drinks and drugs were adjuncts
of  the  jet  set  and  high  income  class,  not  of  underpaid  waiters  in  a  small
restaurant. Vincent was confronted with and opposing a  ‘technocratic society’
which  equipped  the  young  with  an  ‘anaemic  superego’,  made  possible  by
unrestricted  pursuit  of  profit,  commercialising  and  permissive  education.
Withdrawing from the family and becoming a beggar or a gambler for example
was a formidable gesture of protest.

The culture of permissiveness ill prepared the young for life. Adolescence was no
longer a passage to adulthood, but ‘a status on its own and a prolongation of
permissive infancy’ (Roszak 1970: 32). Vincent demonstrated awareness of this
status of the adolescence period, when he said: At that time I could not care for
myself. […] You are only an adult when you are forty. […] I am not a psychiatric
patient. I stayed in the hospital because I got lessons, perhaps for becoming an



adult.

Such a permissive culture as in the seventies smothered protest by saturation
coverage.  Strictly  speaking,  it  was  not  the  parental  default,  but  the  social
conditions which caused problems. The counterculture of the seventies was not
simply an expression of protest or cultural renewal. The essence of this culture
was, as it is with all countercultures, to aggravate contradictions and conflicts
which  already  existed  (Abma 1990).  These  contradictions  and  conflicts  were
social conditions. One of these conditions was not the lack of models for mimesis,
but the lack of someone in that time who told, for example, the adolescent Vincent
that on the one hand, his identification with Morrison could be beneficial and
rewarding sometimes, but, on the other hand, it could not continue life long.
When he was young his fantasy was nourished by the indulgence of the parents of
his  friends  and his  mother.  When he grew up he was left  too  long without
restrictions.  He  did  not  adjust  to  prescribed  patterns  of  an  adult  man.  He
continued  to  assert  pleasure,  freedom  and  doing  dirty,  just  like  Morrison.
Originally  developed  as  a  resistance  against  authority  and  society,  Vincent’s
model came to dominate his entire life.

It came to belong to his passions and it shows the magic of culture. His mimesis
presented itself as a caricature of the ideal of a totally free man – a cosmic man –
an ideal  that  developed in the seventies  and seems to have a climax in the
nineties’ hyper individualism. Apparently, the model of freedom and standstill had
not lost its force. On the contrary, Vincent mimed Morrison as much as he could.
He was so fascinated by his model that he was warming up to it. Morrison was the
embodiment of all ‘master models’ and the models lower in the hierarchy. The pop
star became over the years Vincent’s ‘master’s voice’. The mechanism that lied
behind the exceptional manifestation of mimesis was that Vincent’s being was no
longer  defined  by  a  place  in  society.  Motivation  was  stirred  up  instead  of
decreased (Girard 1978) and desire increased at the expense of differentiation
between the model and Vincent. Being mad was being mesmerised by the models
of desire. However, it is not fully correct to ascribe the mesmerising totally to
Vincent’s madness. It is also not fully correct to see Vincent as a scapegoat.
Through  intentional  behaviour  Vincent  showed  the  conflict,  rivalry  and
undermining  of  the  cultural  order  which  were  joined  together.

Vincent’s behaviour did not transform the cultural ideas about a person or the
cultural ideas of good and evil.  On the contrary, it  strengthened the cultural



models of madness. The ‘solutions’ offered by psychotic language, too excessively
uttered, lead to their own undoing. Vincent remained a ‘docile body’ (Foucault
1979). He remained a locus of social control; a psychiatric inmate.

In conclusion
If Vincent’s story is perceived as a ‘fleur du mal’ and a fantasy, how is it related to
his life? Normally, lives are storied. What keeps the stories from being odd is that
they summarise and justify the work from which they arose, and that they do not
become identical with the teller’s desire or motives. But, this is precisely what
happens in odd stories: the lives are not storied, but the stories are lived. They
are identical with the tellers.

Crazy people are disempowered by the fact that their story is perceived as odd
and personal. The problem with odd stories is that they are very attractive for
normal people. We suspect ‘deep meaning’ in them. This becomes clear in the
literature on art  and madness.  In  this  literature it  is  assumed that  madness
enables a person to get access to the deeper domains of creation and ontology.
Good examples are studies of Nietsche and Van Gogh, and many other artists.
Crazy people are ‘createurs bruts’, who have access to an original pre-cultural
world, which serves as a source of creativity. I do not want to argue that every
crazy man or woman is an artist, but I agree with the opinion that crazy people
are ontologists:  they are engaged in a new way of experiencing fundamental
categories, in experiencing new frames from which reality can be described and
experienced. Craziness is thus a new way of experiencing, like art. But it is an
involuntary way, sometimes fearful and certainly not comfortable. Mad people do
not invent a new culture or a new frame. They unbolt normative frames and
inverse the rules of social relationships.

Their  stories  and  lives  have  sensational  and  shocking
attributes and therefore they resemble the trickster.  But,
everything in the world has a deep meaning and that drives
them crazy. Mad people test possible worlds in their stories
to see if they are endurable. Their stories must come to life
because it is often the only way to contact the social world.
But the openness with which Vincent and the others offend

cultural  frames (values  and norms)  brings them into  conflict  and ridicules  a
double morality  and the arbitrariness  of  the frames.  Cultural  norms of  what
people can do in public are fully alive to ambiguity and ambivalence.
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One does not show his penis in public, but when one is drunk on a Saturday night,
one asks someone else to show the willy. Vincent and his story are at the core of
our culture. We witness the interplay of emotions and cognition, of rationality and
irrationality, of calculation and raging passions, of morality and immorality. It is a
struggle to fight the magic power of culture. Vincent’s story is a sad one and he
knows it. When the story comes to an end, his life will end too. His denial of
Morrison’s death has to be understood as his will to survive. But what will happen
when he becomes old?

—
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In Memoriam

Els van Dongen (1946-2009)

By Sjaak van der Geest

In the evening of 4th February 2009, Els van Dongen, anthropologist, colleague
and editor of this journal, died at the age of 62. Her death came after a long and
painful sickness, a period of hope and desperation, of gratefulness for a rich life
mixed with stubborn resistance to the unfairness of that same life.

Els was a gifted anthropologist and an unusual colleague. Students loved her
teaching,  original,  sharp,  concerned  and  full  of  entertainment.  Colleagues
admired her for her unbridled energy and productivity and her many talents. She
was fast in everything she undertook and impatient if things went too slowly. She
deeply disliked bureaucracy and its meetings.

Her anthropological life started late, at the age of 35. She first trained as primary
school teacher, during which time she met her husband Leo Hulshof. From 1968
till 1978 she taught in two primary schools in the proximity of their beautiful
house in the rural south of the Netherlands, near the Belgian border. In 1978 she
decided to study geography. During that course she discovered anthropology,
which she liked instantly.

In 1982 she decided to join the new part-time evening course anthropology at the
University of Utrecht. She combined the role of student with the care of her



family. She completed her master’s ‘cum laude’ in 1988 with a thesis on the
semiotic approach in the study of illness [1988].

Six years later, in 1994, she defended her PhD thesis based on conversations with
psychotic  people  in  a  psychiatric  hospital.  The  title  of  her  thesis  ‘Zwervers,
knutselaars, strategen’ (Tramps, handymen, strategists) betrayed her aversion to
psychiatric labels:  She regarded the people she met in her research first of all as
people out of tune with the ‘normal’ society, but gifted with extraordinary skills
and ideas. I am sure that she experienced ‘kinship’ with them in their common
‘unusualness’.  Provocative also was the quote from John L. Caughey that she
chose  as  device  for  her  book:  “‘Schizophrenic’  is  perhaps  best  kept  in  its
traditional sense, as a pejorative label for deviants whose visions we do not like.”
A few years later she would write that ‘madness’  showed: “that otherness is
present in all of us.The otherness we fear”

In her book, which ten years later was published in a slightly revised English
version,  she  sought  to  describe  and  understand  how  psychiatric  patients
experienced their world. She did so from the patient’s point of view, focusing on
the fears and hopes that characterise the life in a clinical mental ward. Dilemmas
in that life are: How to express subjectivity in an atmosphere designed to restrain
demonstrative emotion? And how to maintain personal integrity in a completely
ordered regime? She portrayed the psychiatric patients as ‘wanderers’ – homeless
people, as it were – in an alien and hostile country, creating a ‘bricolage’ reality
from  materials  at  hand.  Although  she  often  positioned  the  therapists  and
psychiatrists as representatives of an oppressive regime, she did not doubt their
integrity either.

In 1996 she joined the staff of the Medical Anthropology Unit at the University of
Amsterdam and began to play her key-role as teacher and researcher in our
team.  She taught  both general  courses  in  anthropology and specific  medical
anthropology  modules  on  themes  such  as  ‘anthropology  and  psychiatry’,
‘anthropology and chronic illness’ and ‘medical anthropological ethnography in
Europe’.

She published a collection of six narratives by people she met in the closed wards
of  the  mental  hospital  during  her  PhD  research.  The  personal  stories  are
alternated  by  her  observations  and  comments.  The  book,  she  wrote  in  her
prologue, was her debt to these people: “I became indebted because the people



shared with me what they had: their stories and (part of) their lives” .

A little further she reflects: “When I went into the hospital, my aim was to study
how people deal with mental illness and how mental illness could be understood
from the perspective of the people themselves. Now I must admit that madness
taught me more about the power of culture and the power of people than about
madness” .

The power of culture… In 2000 she co-edited a volume with contributions about
the way Europe treated migrants in need of health care. A central theme in that
volume is exclusion. It proved a recurrent theme in all her work: exclusion and
marginalization  of  ‘others’,  such  as  psychiatric  patients,  migrant,  refugees,
victims of violence and older people.

When she turned her attention to older people in South Africa, she came home
with touching stories about the beauty and warmth of old age but also with
horrifying data of older people being abused and maltreated by their own children
and grandchildren.  In  one article  she  spoke of  ‘social  gerontocide’.  Invisible
dramas unfold in poor households where the young generation despise and reject
their older relatives for their passive role in the Apartheid era and try to ‘kill’
them socially. But, she stressed, the older people are not helpless victims. They
fight back and develop strategies to survive.

Research among older people drew her attention to remembrance. Being old
consists  of  having  many  memories.  Rejecting  or  silencing  those  memories,
however, implies a rejection of the older people themselves. “It is almost as if the
past never happened,” one person tells her. In one of her last published articles
she quotes a common saying of the young silencing the old: “That was your time…
This time is ours!” In other words: Shut up. The ‘culture of silence’ in which they
were forced to live during Apartheid is thus prolonged into the post-Apartheid
era. That awareness of muted memories inspired her and Monica Ferreira, with
whom  she  collaborated  throughout  the  South  Africa  years,  to  bring  out  a
collection of ‘untold stories’ to give voice to the lives of older people in the new
South African society.

Her  last  major  publications  were  two  edited  books,  one  about  lying  and
concealment in medical settings and one about distance and proximity during
illness.  The former,  co-edited with  her  long-time friend and colleague Sylvie



Fainzang, argued that lying is a way of dealing with major crises that people
encounter, particularly during illness. The theme connects with ideas she has
been airing from the very beginning: health problems are not only about health;
they are linked to shame, exclusion, suffering and social violence. Lying in such
circumstances may be the most effective medicine to restore the damage. But
lying is mutual; those with power in medical contexts may exploit the lie as well,
to maintain their position in the medical hegemony.

Facing  distress,  co-edited  with  Ruth  Kutalek,  brought  together  papers  of  a
conference  of  the  European  Association  of  Social  Anthropology  in  Vienna.
Distance and proximity constitute the ambiguity of the illness experience. On the
one hand, illness leads to loss of independence and need of help and care by
others; on the other hand, illness makes one lonely as it isolates the patient from
normal social encounters and may scare others away. The pain of the sick body
will thus be aggravated or replaced by the distress of ostracism.

In 1998 Els and I organized the first conference on ‘Medical Anthropology at
Home’ (MAAH). For Els doing fieldwork ‘at home’ was a personal experience. For
about ten years she had been doing research ‘around the corner’ in a psychiatric
hospital. For me, it was – and remained – mainly a dream. For both of us it was an
attempt to contribute to the de-exoticisation of (medical) anthropology. The theme
and format (small-scale / intensive discussions) proved successful and since 1998
the MAAH conference has been held every second year,  in The Netherlands,
Spain,  Italy,  Finland and Denmark.  Els,  Sylvie  Fainzang and Josep Comelles,
became the  driving  forces.  Els  co-edited  two voluminous  special  issues  with
conference proceedings and remained active as long as she could. She wrote a
paper for the last conference in Denmark focusing on her personal sickness and
suffering, but was unable to present it. We discussed her moving self-reflection in
her absence.

In 1990 Els published her first article in Medische Antropologie. She described
the  social  meaning  of  medicines  in  the  psychiatric  ward  where  she  did  her
research. The medicines, she wrote, had a binding as well as an oppressive effect
in the interaction between patients and staff. Relations between these two parties
had the character of a combat in which medicines (taken or refused) replaced
words.  The  article  became  a  key-text  in  our  work  on  ‘pharmaceutical
anthropology’.



In 1994 she helped as guest editor to make a special issue about Zintuigen (The
Senses) and in that same year she joined the team of editors. She kept that
position till the end of her life. Medische Antropologie has been the main outlet
for her ideas on health, culture and violence, certainly in the first decade of her
career. She wrote eighteen articles and comments and an uncounted number of
book reviews for this journal and (co-)edited five special issues on ‘the senses’,
‘older  people,  wellbeing  and  care’,  ‘shit,  culture  and  well-being’,  ‘medical
technology and the body’ and ‘violence and human rights’. We, the editors, will
miss her fast and sharp judgment in the evaluation of manuscripts, her invaluable
editorial  suggestions  to  the  authors  and  her  cheerful  directness  during  our
discussions.

Another journal favourite journal for her was Anthropology & Medicine, in which
she published about the creation of cultural difference, lying and illness, and
bodywork in nursing.

From the beginning in 1994 she has also been one of the editors of the book
series ‘Health, Culture and Society’ which has brought out sixteen titles so far.

Els was a person with many talents. She took lessons in drawing and painting and
produced beautiful canvasses with symbolic objects and portraits of relatives,
friends, and people she met during fieldwork. Many of her productions can still be
viewed on her website. She was also a filmmaker and photographer. The topics
she  chose  for  her  photographs  and  films  were  sometimes  from  her
anthropological research but often focused also on other things such as nature,
everyday life and unexpected details such as the movements of hands during a
conference.

Els has lived a very full life and accomplished more than most of us will be able to
achieve in a life twice as long as hers. Even so, she was not always a happy
scholar, perhaps feeling that her close colleagues did not fully understand or
appreciate what she was doing. Close colleagues are sometimes more distant than
those who are far away. Nevertheless, in this space, she carried on with her own
strong and positive energy, becoming a popular guest lecturer in universities
abroad and serving on various  international  scientific  committees.  When her
sickness grew more serious, about two months before her death, we decided to
make a book of friends for her. Thirtyeight people, colleagues from Amsterdam,
from  other  Dutch  universities  and  from  abroad,  plus  students  and  friends



contributed brief essays (and one poem) that dealt with the themes that had been
prominent during her academic life. They focused on people who are excluded or
marginalised, because of their age, their illness, their  ‘madness’ or because they
are living in violent circumstances. Other contributions were about people who
are oppressed because they do not fit in the dominant discourse: people with
HIV/AIDS, victims of (sexual) violence, refugees and migrants.

The title of the book ‘Theory and Action’, was the name of a famous core module
that Els taught in the Master’s of Medical Anthropology and Sociology. In one of
her papers she stressed that theory and action are closely connected in medical
anthropology.  “Theory  helps  us  to  bear  our  ignorance  of  facts,”  she  quoted
George Santayana. Facts, she continued, acquire their meaning from what people
do to them, in this case anthropologists and the people they are working with.
Theory  provides  a  way of  finding pertinent  meanings  and making intelligent
interpretations that open the door to relevant action. She then cited the famous
line from Kurt Lewin that there is nothing so practical as a good theory. A good
theory is practical because it enhances understanding and produces the questions
that  really  matter  in  medical  anthropological  research.  In  her  module,  Els
discussed with the students that problems of ill-health and suffering should be
regarded in their historical, political and economic contexts and how larger social
and political forces shape relations and actions and cultural imagination at the
local level. The necessary – but often difficult – cooperation between anthropology
and health workers received special attention. Questions that were addressed
during the course included: Why do we need theory? Which theories are relevant?
How can we link macro, meso en micro theories with practical work?

‘Theory and Action’  constitutes both medical  anthropology’s  ambition and its
weakness. The frequent criticism that medical anthropology receives from those
who work in the heat of the day confirms that, unfortunately, much academic
work remains largely or totally useless to ‘actors’ in health care. Nearly every
contributor in the book struggled in one way or the other with this dilemma and
with the challenge of proving the practical relevance of theory.

When her condition became critical, we decided to tell her about the book and
gave  her  the  list  of  authors  and  the  titles  of  their  contributions.  She  was
overwhelmed and deeply moved when she saw the list of so many friends. She
gave us one of her paintings for the cover of the book and allowed us to include
one of her last essays that dealt with her own illness and the way people express



their connectedness in times of suffering and uncertainty. Four weeks later we
brought the book. I held a short speech and she responded directly and with
humour. She was almost too weak to open the paper wrapped around the book.
We drank a glass of wine and had a lovely lunch while she observed us from the
sofa. She read the essays and reacted personally to many of the authors. Ten days
later she died. On the 9th February we said farewell to her in a ceremony full of
music and words of comfort.
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ver  weg.  Tien  jaar  berichten  uit
Irak

Judit Neurink. Ills. Joseph
Sassoon Semah

Judit  Neurink  vertrok  in  2008  naar  Irak  om  er  met  Nederlands  geld  een
mediacentrum op te zetten om jonge journalisten te trainen en zo een bijdrage te
leveren aan de prille democratie. Ze was er getuige van dat het land uiteenviel op
basis van etniciteit en religie en dat de roep om een sterke leider toenam. Ze
maakte de wederopbouw in Iraaks-Koerdistan mee, de opmars van ISIS en de
ontvoering van en moord op duizenden Jezidi’s. Al zoekend naar de oorzaken en
geweld in Irak na de val van Saddam Hoessein komt Neurink steeds uit bij de
corruptie, die enorme gevolgen heeft voor het dagelijkse leven. Ook ISIS vormt
nog steeds een groot gevaar. Na tien jaar in Irak te hebben gewoond en vijftien
jaar erover schrijven verloor Judit Neurink de hoop dat het ooit nog goed zo
komen. Ze woont nu in Athene, van waaruit ze ook weer bericht over Irak. (zie:
https://juditneurink.eu/verzet-ten-tijde-van-corona/)
Geweld is nooit ver weg is een persoonlijk, intrigerend en fascinerend verslag van
een bewogen gewelddadig decennium.

Judit  Neurink  doet  verslag  van  de  belangrijkste  Iraakse  steden:  van  de
‘opstandige stad’ Sulaymaniya in Koerdistan (Waar het verzet in het DNA zit),
Bagdad (Hoofdstad van religie en corruptie), Najf (Het uitgewoonde huis van de
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sjiieten), naar Falluja (Hoe verzet omslaat in terrorisme), Mosul (De geest van
ISIS),  Basra  (Stad  van  littekens  en  milities),  Kirkuk  (Het  Jeruzalem  van  de
Koerden), Sinjar (Toneel van een genocide), Tikrit (Saddams erfenis), Qaraqosh
(Een snelweg als scheidslijn) en Erbil (Vertrouwen is niet te koop). Elke stad
wordt uitgebreid beschreven met hun diepgewortelde conflicten en hoogte- en
dieptepunten, hun culturele diversiteit en wat dat betekent voor haar inwoners.
Zoals  Sulaymaniya,  de  opstandige  stad  in  Iraaks-Koerdistan,  waar  de  jeugd
protesteerde tijdens de Arabische Lente, die vanaf maart 2011 in Irak plaatsvond.
In Sulaymaniya was Neurink’s trainingscentrum gevestigd en kwamen er meer
dan 70 projecten van de grond. Zo’n drieduizend mensen gingen de straat op. Het
protest duurde twee maanden; er vielen doden en gewonden, waarna de opstand
doodbloedde.

De opkomst en groei van de oppositiepartij Gorran onder leiding van Nawshirwan
Mustafa  speelde  in  haar  tijd  in  Sulaymaniya  een  grote  rol.  De  nieuwe
oppositiepartij en afsplitsing van PUK, Gorran (verandering) had scherpe kritiek
op de PUK/KDP-regering in Erbil. De opstapeling van ellende in Irak pakte slecht
uit voor de Gorran partij, o.a. door de verovering van Iraks tweede stad Mosul in
2014 door ISIS, waardoor Koerdistan een dure oorlog moest voeren en te maken
kreeg met twee miljoen ontheemden voor wie opvangkampen nodig waren, aldus
Neurink. In eerste instantie leek ISIS de Koerdische regio met rust te laten, maar
dat veranderde vanaf augustus 2014, toen ze oprukte richting Erbil. De coalitie
van 79 staten tegen ISIS o.l.v. de Amerikanen bombardeerden vanaf dat moment
op ISIS-doelen, terwijl Peshmerga de groep op de grond bestreed. Dat leidde tot
herovering van de zogeheten betwiste gebieden waarop zowel Bagdad als de
Koerden aanspraak maken en in juli 2017 wist het Iraakse leger ISIS ook uit
Mosul te zetten. President Barzani van de Koerdische Autonome Regio, die de
succesvolle Koerdische rol in dit proces zichtbaar wilde maken, nam het initiatief
een referendum te organiseren, waarin zijn volk zich zou uitspreken voor de
onafhankelijkheid van Bagdad,  hetgeen de buurlanden Iran en Turkije echter
nooit zouden goedkeuren. Sulaymaniya was de enige stad die rebelleerde met
een ‘niet-nu campagne’. Nee stemmen was omstreden, want alle Koerden wilden
immers een eigen staat. Maar nu te stemmen en voor de leiding van Massoud
Barzani  wilden  ze  niet.  Bij  de  stemming  stemden  93  procent  voor  een
onafhankelijkheid bij een opkomst van 73 procent. Bagdad reageerde onmiddellijk
met de sluiting van onder andere het luchtruim. De economie kwam in een vrije
val en vele winkels zagen zich gedwongen te sluiten. Het leger veroverde de



meeste  oliebronnen:  ze  kwamen  weer  in  Iraakse  handen.  Bijna  vijftien  jaar
van manoeuvreren om die gebieden bij de Koerdische regio te betrekken waren in
een paar dagen ongedaan gemaakt.

Al zoekend naar de oorzaken en geweld in Irak na de val van Saddam Hoessein
komt Neurink steeds uit bij de corruptie, die enorme gevolgen heeft voor het
dagelijkse leven. In Irak zijn de regering en parlement gebaseerd op etniciteit en
religie, waarbij de sjiitische meerderheid de macht heeft. Het wantrouwen ten
opzichte van de corrupte regering versterkt de macht van religieuze leiders. Nu
verlangt men bijna naar de tijd van Saddam Hoessein waar je recht kon halen,
waar wegen waren en een infrastructuur. De hoofdstad Bagdad als vele andere
Iraakse steden, was een gemengde stad en voor 2003 waren de scheidslijnen
tussen  de  religies  niet  zo  scherp  als  nu.  De  strijd  waarbij  Hoessein
omkwam wordt nu openlijk herdacht en de dag zelf is inmiddels een officiële vrije
dag.

In oktober 2019 kwamen Iraakse jongeren
massaal in opstand tegen de regering en
corrupte partijen,  maar vooral  tegen het
politieke systeem. In alle sjiitische steden
gingen ze de straat op om een einde te
eisen  aan  het  corrupte  bestuur  dat  hun
banen,  inkomen  en  een  toekomst
ontzegde. Het Tahrir-plein in Bagdad was
het  epicentrum  van  wat  de  Tuktuk-
revolutie  werd  genoemd.  Ze  eisten  een
nieuwe kieswet die uitgaat van personen
in  plaats  van  partijen  en  een  interim-

regering  om die  in  te  voeren.  Er  vielen  honderden  doden  en  tienduizenden
gewonden.  Het  exorbitante  geweld  van  overheidstroepen  en  sjiitische
milities dwong premier Abdul-Mahdi op 1 december 2019 af te treden. Maar in
Irak is het einde van de opeenvolgende geweldspiralen nog lang niet in zicht,
aldus Judit Neurink. “Er zijn te veel factoren die dat voorkomen, zoals de talloze
trauma’s, het grote aantal jongeren in uitzichtloze situaties, politici die alleen aan
zichzelf denken, de aanwezigheid van milities in de samenleving, een zwakke
overheid en niet te vergeten te geopolitiek.” Inmiddels vormt een hergroeperend
en wraakzuchtig ISIS opnieuw een bedreiging.
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Judit Neurink sluit af met: “Veel Irakezen vergelijken ISIS met een ziekte die
mensen met onvoldoende afweerstoffen besmet. Het virus treft arm en rijk, jong
en oud, met als belangrijkste overeenkomst dat ze er ontvankelijk voor zijn omdat
ze om wat voor reden ook ontevreden zijn over hun leven. De komende jaren zal
deze erfenis van ISIS een bedreiging blijven voor Irak. In de kampen groeit een
nieuwe, nog gedrevener generatie op,  terwijl  in de gevangenissen de nieuwe
leiders worden gevormd. Kortom: een nieuwe cyclus van geweld ligt op de loer.”

Judit Neurink – Geweld is nooit ver weg. Tien jaar berichten uit Irak. Uitgever
Jurgen Maas, Amsterdam, 2020.  ISBN 9789491921681

Judit Neurink is journalist. Ze schrijft voor Trouw, De Standaard en internationale
media. Ze publiceerde onder andere ‘De oorlog van ISIS’, ‘De vrouwen van het
kalifaat’ en de roman ‘De Joodse bruid’.
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Eva Ludemann. Portret:
Joseph Sassoon Semah

Historicus  en  journalist  Eva  Ludemann  heeft  een  boek  geschreven  over  de
afvallige moslim in de Arabische wereld.  Zij  onderzocht in welke mate jonge
mensen  in  de  Arabische  wereld  gebroken  hebben  met  de  islam  en  of  de
extremistische bewegingen invloed hebben gehad op hun besluit  de islam te
verlaten. Uit het jaarlijks gehouden onderzoek van ‘Arab Youth Survey’ uit 2019
vindt 66% dat religieuze instituten moeten worden hervormd omdat ze een te
grote invloed hebben. De helft van de jongeren vindt dat religie de ontwikkeling
van  de  Arabische  wereld  belemmert  en  dat  religie  tegelijkertijd  aan  invloed
verliest in de regio.
Ludemann stelt de vraag hoe is het om ex-moslim te zijn in de Arabische wereld,
je los te wortelen van het systeem dat is doortrokken van geloof.

Sinds de Arabische Lente en vooral ook als reactie op het fundamentalistische
geweld van groeperingen als ISIS, stelt een groeiende groep jongeren op sociale
media vragen over de islam. Zolang ze niet online gaan, zijn ze aangewezen op
verouderde, starre, religieuze teksten. Ze willen zelf kunnen bepalen waarin ze
wel en niet geloven en hoe ze hun geloof belijden.Voor Arabische jongeren is
internet wat de boekdrukkunst ooit was voor de christelijke wereld: ze hebben
toegang gekregen tot  informatie  die  tot  voor  kort  niet  beschikbaar  was.  Op
sociale media debatteren ze over nieuwe grondwetten en pluriformiteit. Openlijk
durft  echter  niemand te  zeggen  dat  ze  ex-moslim zijn.  En  degenen  die  wel
openlijk hun geloof hebben afgelegd zijn gevlucht naar Europa, de VS of Canada.
Maar de Arabische regimes zijn als de dood voor hun opmars en daarom hebben
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ze  blasfemie  en  afvalligheid  in  veel  gevallen  voor  de  wet  gelijkgesteld  aan
terrorisme. Maar de geest is uit de fles. Zoals wij in het Westen zijn ontkerkelijkt,
zo  zijn  ook  steeds  meer  Arabische  jongeren  langzaam  maar  zeker  aan  het
‘ontmoskeeën’- met dank aan internet, aldus Ludemann.

Ludemann interviewt voor haar onderzoek jongeren, live of via internet. Ismael en
zijn vrouw Joumana ontmoet ze in Hurghada waar ze naar zijn gevlucht.  Zij
hebben geleidelijk hun religie afgelegd. Hij is een van de weinige Arabieren die
openlijk pleit voor een scheiding tussen religie en politiek. Deze scheiding heeft in
islamitische landen nooit plaatsgevonden; de Arabische wereld heeft ook geen
Verlichting zoals die in het Westen gekend. Hij komt uit Alexandrië en heeft een
You  Tube-show  met  zo’n  30.000  volgers,  waarin  hij  discussieert
over pluriformiteit en een seculiere grondwet. Zijn twijfels over de islam kwam
(zoals ook bij vele andere ex-moslims) vooral door de evolutietheorie, waar geen
aandacht aan mocht worden besteed op school, maar waar hij kennis van nam via
internet.  Het  was  geen  gemakkelijk  proces  in  een  wereld  met  een
fundamentalistische islam, waarin de Koran als letterlijk woord van God de regel
is, de norm is geloven. Wie daaraan niet voldoet, is afvallig, ontaard, met alle
consequenties van dien. Joumana was al uitgehuwelijkt maar onder invloed van
de revolutie, haar bezoeken aan het plein bij de al-Qaed Moskee, en de val van
Mubarak begon ze vragen te stellen over religie die niet meer te stoppen waren.
‘Wij vrouwen’, zo legt Jouama uit, ‘zijn vaak de dupe van de islam. Mannen leggen
ons op wat hen uitkomt en zeggen dan: ‘dat moet van Allah’.
Ze had via Ismaels You Tube kanaal kennis gemaakt met zijn ideeën over een
seculiere constitutie. Via Facebook had ze contact met hem gezocht en nu leven
ze samen in het kleine toeristenstadje aan de Egyptische Rode Zee.

Ludemann  spreekt  ook  andere  jonge  mensen,  zoals  Waleed  al-Husseini,  een
Palestijn van de Westerlijke Jordaanoever, die tien maanden in de gevangeis zat
omdat hij zijn gedachten over religie online had gezet. Dat was voor hem de
druppel,  hij  werd  ex-moslim.  Hij  schreef  in  2015 ‘Blasfemateur!  Les  prisons
d’Allah’ . Hij woont nu in Parijs waar hij met andere ex-moslims de ‘Conseil des
Ex-Muselmans de France’ oprichtte. In 2017 schreef hij zijn tweede boek ‘Une
trahison française:  Les collaborationnistes de l’islam radical  devoilés’,  waarin
hij  in  zijn  ogen  zwakke  manier  waarop  de  Franse  staat  omgaat  met  de
islamitische terroristen bekritiseert. Voor hem bestaat geen gematigde moslim.
Er zijn meerdere sites voor ex-moslims,  de Golfstaten laten het op Facebook



afweten, maar elders communiceren besloten groepen met elkaar in het Arabisch.

Mohammed uit  Jordanië  is  van jihadi  tot  ongelovige
geworden, vertelt hij via Skype aan Ludemann.
‘Als je opgroeit in een islamitische omgeving, wordt je
kritische  geest  ontmoedigd,  gestraft.  Islamitische
kinderen  moeten  luisteren,  geen  vragen  stellen,  ze
moeten  doen  wat  hen  wordt  gezegd.  En  ze  horen
vrijwel dagelijks dat ze moeten willen leven zoals de
Profeet en dat alle kaffers dood moeten, dat alle joden
dood moeten. Dat is zeer gevaarlijk en giftig. Het is
dan  maar  een  kleine  stap  naar  gewelddadig
radicalisme.’ Via de universiteit kwam hij in aanraking
met de salafistis che islam en de kalifaatsgedachte. In

zijn zoektocht naar de ultieme waarheid, kreeg hij echter steeds meer vragen. Hij
moest van zichzelf  bewijzen dat Allah bestaat.  Hij  stuitte op Youtube op een
filmpje  van  Richard  Dawkins  over  de  evolutie  en  zijn  geloof  stortte  als  een
kaartenhuis in. Hij praat met Ludemann om openlijk te kunnen zeggen waar ze
wel en niet in willen geloven. Want wie durft als moslim te zeggen dat hij liever
niet in een islamitische maatschappij woont?

Het is niet te achterhalen hoeveel ex-moslims er zijn in het Midden-Oosten en
Noord-Afrika: zo staat bv in een statistiek van het leidend overheidsinstituut voor
islamitisch recht, het Dar al-Ifta, dat er in Egypte 866 atheïsten zijn; en in totaal
in de Arabische wereld en Noord-Afrika 2223 niet-gelovigen, op een bevolking van
driehonderd miljoen mensen. In een ander, zeldzaam onderzoek naar afvalligheid
in de Arabische wereld de Global Index of Religiousity and Atheism  uit 2012,
uitgevoerd  door  het  Amerikaanse  marktonderzoeksbureau  Win
Gallup  International  wordt  gesteld  dat  een  vijfde  van  de  moslims  in  de
onderzochte landen zichzelf ‘niet religieus’ noemt.
Eva Ludemann constateert dat de toekomst van de Arabische wereld niet echt
hoopvol  is:  op  vele  vlakken  is  ze  gestagneerd:  sociaal,  politiek,  economisch,
technologisch  en  intellectueel.  Maar  aan  de  andere  kant:  voor  de  Arabische
revolutie bestonden er geen Facebookvriendengroepen voor ex-moslims in het
Midden-Oosten  en  Noord-Afrika.  Ex-moslims  bestaan  nu.  We  moeten  wat
geduldiger  zijn,  de  Verlichting  was  immers  ook  niet  in  een  jaartje  geklaard.
Ze sluit af met ‘het gaat met kleine mini-stapjes, maar the genie is out of the
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bottle’.

Eva Ludemann –  Arabier  & seculier.  De opmars van afvallige moslims in de
Arabische wereld. Boom uitgevers, Amsterdam, 2019. ISBN 9789024430253
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We Are Facing Economic Collapse
On Top Of A Pandemic. What We
Do Now Matters.

Prof.dr. Robert Pollin

As the COVID-19 virus spreads, the U.S. economy has begun to crumble like a
house of cards.
The sudden collapse of the economy is revealing how the “great economy” that
Donald Trump has been boasting about on Twitter for the past three years was in
fact a mirage caused by wild Wall Street rallies, and boosted by Trump’s massive
tax  cuts  and  deregulatory  efforts  contrast  which  rolled  back  all  kinds  of
environmental standards with total disregard for the impact on public health and
the climate crisis.
As the shutdowns orchestrated to stop the spread of the novel coronavirus create
financial ruin for individuals and businesses across the country, the economy is
“teetering  on  collapse,”  points  out  Robert  Pollin,  distinguished  professor  of
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economics and co-director of  the Political  Economy Research Institute at  the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, in this exclusive interview for Truthout.

But Pollin also argues that — with the right decisions — we have the means not
only to rescue the complete collapse of the economy, but also to move in the
direction of a just, equitable and sustainable socioeconomic order. The following
transcript has been lightly edited for length and clarity.

C.J. Polychroniou: Can you give a succinct summary of the myths and realities of
Trump’s  economy from the  day  he  took office  and up until  the  outbreak of
COVID-19?

Robert  Pollin:  Throughout  his  presidency,  until  basically  last  week,  Trump’s
mantra on the economy is that conditions have never, ever been better. This was
always  a  ludicrous  assertion.  But  as  distinct  from  many  other  of  Trump’s
assertions, this one was based on at least some slivers of evidence, with the two
critical slivers being the stock market and the unemployment rate. It is true, first
of all that, as of last July, the U.S. stock market had reached an historic high, with
the S&P 500 index exceeding 3,000 for the first time. It is also true that the
official  unemployment  rate  had  hit  a  record  low  of  3.5  percent  as  of
February.According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the last time the official
U.S. unemployment rate was below 3.5 percent was 1953.

But the stock market rise reflected, more than anything, a combination of (1)
companies deliberately inflating their own stock prices through buying back their
shares on the open market; and (2) the reinforcement, with Trump, of the upward
distribution of income and wealth that has proceeded now for 40 years under
neoliberalism. For example, with Trump’s signature across-the-board tax cuts in
2017, the benefits for the poorest 20 percent of the population amounted to an
average of $100 while the richest 1 percent received $55,000. Over the next
decade, the poorest 20 percent would then see their taxes go up while the richest
1 percent would benefit from further cuts.

With the historically low official unemployment rate, if we add up the people who
were working part-time but wanted full-time jobs as well  as those who have
temporarily given up looking for work, plus we account for the share of people
who have dropped out of the labor force following the 2007-09 Great Recession,
we are now at a more realistic unemployment rate of nearly 10 percent. This is



about 16 million people, roughly equal to the entire populations of New York City,
Los Angeles and Chicago. On top of this, wages had only begun to start inching up
with the unemployment rate at its historically low level. This is after 40 years of
most working people experiencing falling or stagnating real wages.

In short, our current economy was never anything close to the halcyon image
projected by Trump until this week. In any case, all of those rosy descriptions are
now a thing of the past.

How has the novel coronavirus affected the U.S. economy? Do you think there are
both short-term and long-term impacts?

The coronavirus is devastating the U.S. economy as I write. I am certainly not
focused here on the stock market having fallen by roughly 20 percent since its
peak on February 14. More to the point: If we add up current employment in the
hospitality and leisure industries — including restaurants, bars and hotels — plus
retail trade, plus transportation, we are talking about 38 million jobs. That is
roughly 25 percent of all employment in the U.S. economy. Now let’s assume,
conservatively, that half of these people are facing layoffs or at least extended
furloughs.  That’s  close  to  20  million  people.  Unless  the  government  does
something dramatic, this, by itself, could easily raise the official unemployment
rate above 10 percent in a matter of weeks, i.e. to a point higher than the worst
phase of the Great Recession. The effective percentage of people experiencing
serious employment stresses — i.e. lost paychecks from furloughs or reductions in
hours — could easily be at least double that figure, i.e. 20 percent or above. These
back-of-the-envelope  calculations  do  not  even  take  account  of  the  fact  that
government tax revenues are plunging with people losing income and cutting
back on spending. As governments lose tax revenues, how are they then going to
find the funds to pay teachers, firefighters, police officers and even health care
workers?

All  of  these are not  merely “short-term” events.  They are immediate effects,
happening right now, at a breakneck pace. There will also be deep longer-term
effects. But what exactly these will be will depend on how we intervene politically
now  in  handling  the  crisis.  For  example,  the  Federal  Reserve  has  already
announced that it is prepared to bail out Wall Street yet again, under the same
type of interventions that they conducted during the 2007–09 crisis. But maybe
this time we can successfully make a case that at least a significant share of the



financial  markets  need  to  be  nationalized,  not  just  bailed  out.  A  wholesale
financial market bailout means that Wall Street continues to operate under a
perverted variant of socialism that has emerged under neoliberalism — i.e., Wall
Street’s risks are borne by society as a whole while their profits remain all for
themselves.

The stock market rallied big time last week after Trump’s announcement of a
national emergency on account of COVID-19. But then the market plunged again
last Monday, experiencing its worst day since the 1987 crash. How significant are
such stock market swings from a macroeconomic standpoint?

Whatever happens with the stock market does not, by itself, cause the economy to
perform better or worse. The fact is, as I noted above, the stratospheric level that
the stock market had reached before the coronavirus took hold resulted from both
market manipulations by corporations buying back their own shares, plus the
upward redistribution of income. So an orderly, long-term decline in the stock
market would be a good thing if it meant a reduction in market manipulation and
a reversal of the long-term rise of inequality. But the market volatility that is
occurring  now is  reflecting  the  expectation  that  the  real  economy  — which
includes people’s incomes, jobs, pensions and health care coverage, not just stock
prices — is teetering on collapse. If, for example, the official unemployment rate
were to rise to 10 percent or above, there is no amount of fancy stock-buyback
schemes, or further tax cuts for the rich, that can compensate for an overall
decline  in  economic  activity  of  this  magnitude.  An  economy with  an  official
unemployment  rate  of  10  percent  will  produce  huge falls  in  real  productive
investments in the economy by private businesses — i.e.,people opening new
businesses or purchasing equipment and hiring people to expand their existing
business operations. When this happens, stock market prices will continue falling,
as one indicator of what is happening in the real economy.

Given that we are clearly in the midst of a public health and economic crisis alike,
what realistic measures are there available to policymakers in order not simply to
stave off  an economic collapse,  but also to put the U.S. economy on a truly
sustainable and equitable track?

Step one must entail doing everything possible to deal with the public health
emergency.  That  means,  effectively,  that  Medicare  for  All  must  be  put  into
operation right  away,  at  least  until  the crisis  conditions have lifted.  That  is,



everyone needs to be able to get tested and treated for the novel coronavirus,
without facing any kinds of financial concerns whatsoever. That is the only way in
which the spread of the virus has a chance of being controlled.Once the crisis has
past, it should then have become obvious that Medicare for All needs to be in
place all  the time. We will  have to make that case forcefully after the crisis
conditions lift.

Concurrent with ensuring that  people get  the treatment they need,  we must
expand our  capacity  to  treat  people  dramatically  and right  away.This  means
creating  temporary  hospital  facilities  as  needed,  for  example,  in  the  college
dormitories and hotels that are empty now anyway. It means expanding health
care staffing by creating jobs for health care workers at all levels who have been
unemployed or underemployed, as well as bringing retired health care workers
back into the labor force.This won’t happen unless these workers — along with all
other health care workers — are offered good pay to take on the enormous
challenges they will face.

We then have to make sure that people experiencing income losses have money in
their pockets. All workers first, therefore, need to be certain that they will be
receiving paid sick leave. Right now, 24 percent of all workers do not have paid
sick  leave  coverage.  But  this  benefit  is  skewed toward  higher-paid  workers.
Roughly 70 percent of the lowest-paid workers (those in the bottom 10 percent in
terms of income) do not have paid sick leave benefits. Yet these workers, are the
ones who will be most badly hurt by the coming job losses and furloughs.

Beyond extending paid sick leave to everyone, the federal government needs to
send out checks to everyone, just as George W. Bush did in 2001, after the Wall
Street crash that year (which occurred before 9/11). The Bush program included
$300-$600 checks for two-thirds of U.S. families.Something in the range of double
those amounts — something like $1,500 to $2,000 per family is warranted now,
for starters. More is likely to be needed depending on the course of the crisis.

Directly supporting people with money is a far more effective intervention now
than the payroll tax cuts being advanced by Trump. For one thing, the payroll tax
cuts will dribble out slowly, when we are facing a collapse of people’s incomes
through mass furloughs and layoffs thatare immediate. With the payroll tax cuts,
higher–income people will, again, get more money coming back to them, when
what we need are benefits flowing disproportionately to lower–income people,
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who are facing the most severe income losses. The payroll tax cuts will also not
help at all people who are unemployed. We therefore also need to greatly expand
unemployment benefits across the board. Businesses should be given tax credits
to match their extension of paid sick leave to their workers. They should also
receive some form of tax cut or credit to help keep them afloat during the crisis.
But using the payroll tax cut as the stimulus tool is dangerous in any case, since
payroll taxes are the way we finance Social Security.

All of these measures will, of course, require lots of money, right away.This is at a
moment when the federal government’s fiscal deficit, at 4.6 percent of the gross
domestic product (GDP), is at a historic high for an economic expansion period as
opposed to a recession. Our big federal deficit today is the direct result of the
Trump tax cuts for the rich. But we cannot worry right now about how much the
deficit increases, at least as a first-order problem. In 1943, in the middle of World
War II, the federal deficit rose to nearly 27 percent of GDP. We still have a long
way to go to hit that level.

Moreover, if the federal deficit were to rise to anything close to that level, the
Federal Reserve can simply buy up the excess supply of U.S. government bonds,
what  is  called  “debt  monetization”  in  technical  parlance.  This  enables  the
government to effectively print money to finance the government interventions
necessary to effectively counteract the crisis.  I  do not favor this approach to
government financing under most circumstances, unlike some other progressive
economists. But right now, we need to use all available policy tools to the extent
necessary to stave off an economic collapse on top of the health care pandemic.

—
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On Capitalism,  Empire,  and  Social  Change,  an  anthology  of  interviews  with
Chomsky originally published at Truthoutand collected by Haymarket Books.

Analysis  Of  Logical  Fallacies  In
Debates Regarding Gender Issues
In The 16th Lok Sabha

Abstract
The 543 members of the Lok Sabha are
supposed  to  replicate  the  voice  of  133
crore  Indians .  The  unparal le led
importance  of  the  Lok  Sabha  makes  it
important for us to scrutinize the nature
and  form of  arguments  presented  in  it.

This paper uses the concept of logical fallacies to do the same. It picks up the
debates on four different bills, spread across five days of Lok Sabha sittings. The
debates  on  the  chosen bills  –  the  Maternity  benefit  (Amendment)  Bill  2016,
the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill 2018, the Trafficking of Persons (Prevention,
Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill 2018 and the Rights of Transgender Persons
Bill 2014, mark out the most important Lok Sabha discussions on gender and
gender  related  issues  in  the  first  five  years  of  Sri  Narendra  Modi’s  Prime
Ministership. The paper points out the logical fallacies committed in them, tries to
understand  why  they  were  committed  and  explores  what  those  fallacious
arguments  indicate  with  regard  to  the  beliefs  and  ideologies  of  the
parliamentarians.  It  shows  how  the  chains  of  logic  in  the  representatives’
arguments break down as a result of their preconceived notions and biases, lack
of information and most importantly- deep seated patriarchy.

Key Words:  logical  fallacy,  gender,  parliament,  debate,  women, transgenders,
society
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Introduction
During discussions on bills, members speak for a bill, against a bill, or a take a
position  which  is  somewhere  in  between  the  two.  Whichever  the  case,  the
members attempt to justify their positions using arguments. These arguments
mostly  contain  valid  reasonings  or  follow  a  proper  logical  chain  where  the
premises lead to the conclusions. Sometimes however, the arguments are invalid-
the premises in them might not logically lead to the conclusions, they might
involve improper assumptions, or they might try to divert the attention from the
point of concern. When there are such problems in the reasoning in an argument,
the argument is called logically fallacious. Work in the field of pointing of out
logically fallacious arguments and classifying them started with Aristotle [i] , and
the field has expanded and developed since. “A fallacious argument, as almost
every account from Aristotle onwards tells you, is one that seems to be valid but is
not  so”  (Hamblin 1970:  12).  In  these arguments,  the premises don’t  lead to
the conclusions and there is a mistake in reasoning (Copi, et. al. 2014: 109-110).
These arguments  have been classified  into  types  considering their  individual
natures and scopes [ii]. A most common type for example, often found in political
arguments is the Ad Hominem fallacy . Here the argument is aimed against the
people holding the differing opinion and not the opinion in itself, although “the
character of an adversary is logically irrelevant to the truth or falsity of what
that person asserts, or to the correctness of the reasoning employed” (Cohen and
Nagel 1998: 107).

It is mostly manifested in the form of personal attacks, or as it is called in the
political  arena-‘mudslinging’.  Parliamentarian  Shri  Tathagata  Satpathy  for
example, in the debate on the Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Bill 2016, dated
9th March 2017 says, “We have been kind of overburdened, bored and sick of this
Government just throwing these economy-related Bills on the House and on all of
us: the torture of making business easy for a few handful people, who will make
money to be paid to political parties, and we are bearing the brunt of passing all
those laws which will help a handful of Indians, not the large number of Indians”
(130). Regardless of the truth or falsity of his claims, the kind of economic policies
pursued by the government has no bearing on the merits/demerits of the bill at
hand.  The  parliamentarian,  by  saying  the  above  is  trying  to  discredit  the
character of the supporters of the bill but provides no arguments for or against
the bill in itself. Again, during the debate on the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill
2018 dated 30 July 2018, Professor Saugata Roy said, “I thought for one day,



whether what they were saying is right, whether we are proving ourselves to be
blood thirsty, thirsty by asking for death penalty for rapists. Then, my conscience
told me, no. Those who rape children of 16 or 12 years, do not deserve any mercy.
Let them die, if it is proved. That is why, I support this bill. This is not being blood
thirsty.  This  is  being  just”  (244).  There  might  be  good  enough  reasons  for
supporting capital punishment for serious crimes but here Prof. Roy relies solely
on his feelings and what he thinks his ‘conscience’ told him. Such arguments
appeal to the hearer’s emotions more than their reasoning, and commit the fallacy
called  ‘appeal  to  emotion’  (Wrisley  2018:  98-101).  While  emotions  might  be
important  parts  of  arguments,  an  argument  solely  resting  on  the  waves  of
emotions and lacking any concrete base of logical reasoning is deemed to be
fallacious.

Similarly, there are other fallacies which exist and the paper deals with. The list is
presented below [iii] –
– Red Herring: The red herring is a fallacious argument whose effectiveness lies
in distraction.  Attention is  deflected;  readers or listeners are drawn to some
aspect of the topic under discussion by which they are led away from the issue
that had been the focus of the discussion (Tindale 2007: 28-30).
– Slippery Slope: A fallacy in which change in a particular direction is asserted to
lead inevitably to further changes (usually undesirable) in the same direction. But
the inevitability of the consequences is no way supported by further reasoning
(Tindale 2007: 185-187).
–  Hasty  Generalization:  A  fallacy  of  defective  induction  in  which  one  moves
carelessly from a single case, or a very few cases, to a largescale generalization
about all or most cases (Tindale 2007: 150-154).
– Strawman: The Straw Man fallacy involves the attribution or assumption of a
position,  which  is  then  attacked  or  dismissed.  It  involves  deliberate
misinterpretation  of  the  opponent  and  attacking  that  weaker  version  of  the
opponent’s argument (Tindale 2007: 19-24).
–  Irrelevant  Conclusion:  A  fallacy  in  which  the  premises  support  a  different
conclusion from the one that is proposed. Here the arguer ends up providing
arguments  for  something  entirely  different  than  what  he/she  is  supposed  to
(Tindale 2007: 34-36).
– Post Hoc: This involves representing as causes things which are not causes, on
the ground that they happened along with or before the event in question (Tindale
2007: 174- 179).



– Fallacy of Presumption: It is a fallacy in which the conclusion depends on a tacit
assumption that is dubious, unwarranted, or false (Copi, et al. 2014: 138-139).

When  these  fallacies  committed  by  the  parliamentarians  are  revealed  and
assessed, a large amount of information is revealed about the generalized nature
of discussions in the political forum. The red herrings show how members of
opposition try diverting attention to the faults of the government, faults which are
unrelated to the bill being discussed. They also show how the government tries to
bend the focus  towards  issues  they have a  better  record at,  while  escaping
the complexities of  the discussion. The slippery slopes on both sides give us
glimpses of the illogical fears which exist hidden among representatives of the
various shades of the political spectrum.
The  hasty  generalizations  sometimes  reveal  unfortunate  attitudes  of  casual
sexism and  the  false  presumptions  help  us  gain  a  sight  of  the  deep-seated
patriarchy in Indian minds. The revelation of fallacies also helps us understand
the various strategies (ethical or otherwise) used by the political leaders to sway
public opinion.

Among the bills under consideration is the Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Bill
which increases the time period of maternity leave for women working in the
organized sector from 12 weeks to 24 weeks, the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill
makes punishment for rape against female minors much more stringent,  and
makes it possible to award death penalty to criminals who raped girls under the
age of 12, the Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and
Rehabilitation)  Bill  strengthens  the  mechanism  of  prevention  and  makes
provisions for rehabilitation of victims of human trafficking, and the Rights of
Transgender Persons Bill aims to improve the lives of the transgender community
and involves their institutionalized identification and registration.

Methodology
The 16th Lok Sabha sat for a total of 1615 hours spread over 331 days and passed
133 bills. The written records of all these discussions are available online in the
official  website of  Lok Sabha [iv].  However,  an in-depth analysis of  all  these
documents is extremely difficult, also since a wide variety of issues are discussed
in the house, drawing conclusions would be almost impossible. Hence a single
subject had to be chosen, bills involving which could be analyzed. In
contemporary India, where gender issues often dominate public discussions and
all sides of the political arena claim to be champions of ‘promoting the welfare of
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women’  if  not  gender  equality  per  se,  gender  issues  seemed to  be the best
candidate. Now, in the first five years of Modi era, five bills intricately related to
gender  issues  were  discussed  in  the  Lok  Sabha-  the  Maternity  benefit
(Amendment) Bill 2016, the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill 2018, the Trafficking
of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill 2018, the Rights of
Transgender Persons Bill 2014, and the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on
Marriage) Bill, 2017, discussions regarding four of which have been included. The
discussion  which  occurred  on  the  Muslim  Women  (Protection  of  Rights  on
Marriage) Bill, however, was unfortunately much more on the lines of religion and
the acceptability of state intervention on matters related to religion than on the
lines of gender issues or rights of women. Hence, the paper had to exclude the
discussion on that  bill  from the analysis  as the inductions from the fallacies
committed in that discussion would have been very different in nature and would
not have helped the cause at  hand.  The discussion on the Maternity Benefit
(Amendment Bill) was held on 9 th March 2017, the discussion on the Criminal
Law (Amendment)  Bill  was  held  on  30  th  July  2018  and  the  discussion  on
the Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill  was
held on 26 th July 2018. Two days of discussion on the Rights of Transgender
Persons Bill has been considered – 26 th February 2016 and 29 th April 2016. It
must be mentioned that only the written records of the proceedings of the house,
which is available in public domain in Lok Sabha’s official website, has been
considered [iv]. The recorded debates were scrutinized, and all the arguments by
all the speakers were taken into account. In each of these arguments, it was
checked if the premises of the arguments lead to the conclusions. If not, the type
of  fallacy  committed  was  found  out.  In  the  process,  all  the  logical  fallacies
committed by the members in the debates were marked out and classified. An
attempt  to  contextualize  the various  groups of  fallacious  arguments  followed
and all the information the exercise could provide was collected. The result of the
same has been presented below.

Diversion of Attention
During the debates, attempts were often made to divert attention from the bills at
hand through red herrings, sometimes towards issues completely unrelated to
gender.  Mostly  the  parliamentarians  used  it  to  showcase  the  apparent
commendable jobs of  the governments with which they associate themselves.
During the  debate  on  the  Maternity  Benefit  Bill,  Shrimati  M.  Vasanthi  from
Tenkasi, Tamil Nadu, used more than 25% of her speech [v] to describe in detail
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the Cradle Baby Scheme, the Integrated Child Development Scheme, the newly
available Mobile Anganwadi services, the Amma Canteen Scheme, and other such
policies and actions of the Tamil Nadu state AIDMK government (126)[vi]. While a
few  of  these  policies  had  significant  impact  on  gender  issues,  they  had  no
connection  with  the  issue  that  was  the  subject  of  discussion  in  the  house.
Similarly, during the same debate, Member of Parliament Dr. Sanjay Jaysawal
claimed that no government did nearly as much as the then national government,
pointing towards the benefits of the Ujjwala Yojna (160). Sri Om Birla from Kota,
during  the  discussion  on  the  Trafficking  of  Persons  Bill  tried  to  present  to
parliamentarians the apparently wonderful work done by the national government
in uplifting the 115 backward districts of the country (142). During the same
debate, Shrimati Maneka Gandhi,  after accepting “this is not relevant to this
subject”  went  on  to  talk  about  the  rape  kits  distributed  by  the  national
government  and  its  numerous  benefits  (225).  Sri  Arvind  Sawant,  during  the
discussion on the Maternity Benefits Bill tried to impress upon other parliaments
how he had pressed for the availability of washrooms for women in local trains
and metros in a meeting regarding railways (135). The use of red herrings to
make Lok Sabha speeches sound like advertising campaigns reduces the time
devoted to nuanced discussion of the bills on the table. In none of these cases did
the parliamentarians attempt to justify or point out the relevance of what they
said with regards to the subject of debate. It shows us what our parliamentarians
want us to focus on. The most jarring red herring was probably committed by Sri
Ramesh  Biduri,  who  during  the  debate  on  the  Maternity  Benefits  Bill,  after
attempting to point out the lack of any activity on government’s side during the
last 60 years, started expressing his disapproval of the continuing practice of
polygamy among Muslims and the perceived high fertility rates among Muslim
women (185).

Fear Mongering and Insults
Slippery Slopes were used by some parliamentarians for fear mongering about
the impacts of the bills, presenting worst case scenarios as the only possible
results of bills. Their arguments had conclusions which were possible, but highly
improbable. Dr Shashi Tharoor somehow “clearly” saw the intervention of some
“vested interests” because the draft bill  against trafficking of persons had no
provision for regular inspection of shelter homes (132). Because the bill talked
about  cooperation with  the  private  sector,  Mr.  Tharoor  asked,  “Are  we now
through the law empowering a nameless set of companies to profit from dealing



with  the  trafficking  of  persons?”  (135).  Similarly  parliamentarian  Tathagatha
Satpathy declared that “we will eventually be nabbing and seizing the properties
of the farmers, nabbing these middlemen and topping the flow of migrant labor,
which is essential for even developed States”, because the Trafficking of Persons
Bill has provisions allowing the police to conduct raids and seize properties which
are suspect of being used for trafficking (155). Conversely, some parliamentarians
put forth horrible things as definitive impacts if the bill is not passed and asked
for support. Srimati Maneka Gandhi said, “If today we do not pass this Bill, we are
choosing to deny Tara and all the millions like her the fundamental right to life
and liberty” (116).

During the discussion on the Transgender Persons Rights Bill the subject to be
feared  was  interestingly  ‘reservations  for  transgenders’  which  some  of  the
parliamentarians had suggested but was not any of the apprehended impacts of
the bill. Members of parliament Sri Ramesh Biduri and Nishikant Dubey were
sure that transgenders will be alienated from the society and their integration
would be impossible if there are any provisions of reservations for transgenders
(195)[vii].  Parliamentarians  Kuwar  Bharatendra  Singha  and  Ravindra  Babu
somehow felt that reservations would lead to “perpetuation of this transgender
quality”  and  a  massive  increase  in  the  number  of  transgenders  would  be
inevitable (184). These slippery slopes give us a glimpse of the fears in the minds
of parliamentarians, and the parliamentarians being the citizens’ representatives,
the fears of the citizens. Sometimes far-fetched benefits of government actions
were pointed out by parliamentarians like Srimati Jaashebeen Patel who believed
that the Prime Minister’s order to keep malls and cinema halls open round the
year would somehow lead to significant increases in women’s employment (179).
Like most  other political  forums of  the country,  the Lok Sabha often sees a
prosperous  trade  of  accusations  and  insults.  While  this  is  unfortunately
unsurprising, it must be remembered that ad hominems hardly add anything of
value to the discussions, but rather reduce the space for effective communication
and  consultation.  During  the  discussion  on  the  Maternity  Benefits  Bill,
parliamentarian Tathagata Satpathy, accused the government of only helping the
rich who contribute to their funds, and engaging in “nefarious activities” (134).
Sri Ramesh Biduri accused the Indian National Congress of engaging in nautanki
(unnecessary drama) for vote and not truly wishing the empowerment of women
(184). Professor Saugata Roy was dissatisfied with the wording of the Criminal
Law Amendment Bill and accused government officials of not knowing proper



English  (242).  Mr.  Assaduddin  Owaisi  claimed  that  the  track  record  of  the
government showed that they support the “perpetrators of child rape” (285).

Disregarding Heterogeneity
The fallacies which probably reveal the most about the minds of parliamentarians
are hasty generalizations- where probable characteristics of a few in a class are
associated with all  of  the members in  the class.  They reveal  the biases and
stereotypes in the minds of parliamentarians.
Gender stereotypes being prominent in India, the number of hasty generalizations
committed  by  parliamentarians  during  discussions  on  gender  related  bills  is
expectantly  high.  Sometimes  the  fallacy  was  used  to  make  the  expected
beneficiaries  of  the bill  look extremely pitiable-  subjects  for  whom sympathy
should overflow. In doing so, the speakers, mostly men, established themselves in
a position superior to those of the women. Three of Mr. Ravindra Babu’s fallacies
are instructional in that respect. During the debate on the Maternity Benefit Bill,
he  commented,  “From  the  time  of  menarche,  that  is  attaining  puberty,  till
menopause it  is very-very difficult to understand, even to hear, the problems
faced by a girl” (138). The parliamentarian here makes the experiences of all
females  sound  extremely  painful  and  on  the  same  breadth  makes  them un-
understandable and hence impossible to empathize with. During the discussion on
the Criminal Law Amendment Bill,  parliamentarian Ravindra Babu referred to
females as “members of the weak sex” (254) and tried to arouse the sympathy of
his fellow parliamentarians (most of whom belong to the stronger sex) for this
supposedly naturally weaker half of the population. He also claimed, “The poor
people, especially the girls in the villages do not even know what sex is” (255).
While the opinion that a significant portion of the human population has no idea
about the basic human activity which leads to the creation of humans might sound
ridiculous,  it  points  out  the  parliamentarian’s  and popular  conception of  the
‘Indian village girl’-  who is kept away (sometimes forcefully)  from everything
related  to  sexuality  and  is  hence  good  and  pure  and  deserving  of  all  the
sympathies of the members of the parliament.

A different use of hasty generalizations had been to make all members of the
beneficiary  group  look  already  benefited  and  privileged,  and  therefore  less
deserving  of  attention  and  affirmative  action.  During  the  discussion  on  the
Maternity Benefit Bill parliamentarian Tathagata Sathpaty said that the “world is
turned” and now it’s more about “how the women folk want to deal with us”



(130). While it can’t be ascertained if the esteemed member said the above with
sadness, the statement clearly shows that he is unseeing the deep rooted and
systematic gender discrimination against women prevalent all around us. Srimati
Kakoli Ghosh Dastidar tried to draw attention “to the fact” that women are now
finding it difficult to conceive because they are marrying at a later age as a result
of  their  educational  aspirations,  i.e.  the  victims  of  the  problem created  the
problem (159). Sri Vinayak Raut made a sweeping declaration during the debate
on the Trafficking of Persons Bill that all the beggar children of Mumbai are from
well-to-do households (157). During a discussion on the Transgender Persons Bill
on 26 February 2016, parliamentarian Pralhad Singh Patel stated that education
of transgender persons was not a concern because he knew one transgender MLA
who had a MA degree (183).  During the same discussion came probably the
greatest Hasty Generalisation. Parliamentarian Kuwar Bharatendra Singh shared
the knowledge he had gained from a documentary. He explained how the number
of  transgenders  in  India  is  eerily  high  and  only  so  because  transgender
communities  have  been  forcefully  castrating  children  for  years  (183).  He
effectively communicated his perception of transgenders as horrible criminals and
with it probably also gave us a glimpse of his internal transphobia.

Sometimes hasty generalizations by members led to oversimplification of complex
problems. Mr. Tathagata Sathpaty expressed his opinion that all rapes ultimately
happen  because  men  aren’t  able  to  resist  their  temptations  (133).  This
understanding of rape erases the important associations of gender violence with
other  sociological  issues,  understanding  of  which  is  necessary  for  finding
solutions to the problem. Similarly, during the discussion on the Criminal Laws
Amendment Bill Srirang Appa Barney attributed a single reason to rise in crime
rates- lack of fear for the police forces (252). Other hasty generalizations made
the world around us look far worse than it can possibly be. Parliamentarian Pinaki
Mishra  for  example,  during  the  debate  the  Criminal  Acts  Amendment  Bill
declared that during her 35 years of experience as a lawyer, no rich man had
gone  to  the  gallows  in  India  (250).  Sri  Om Birla,  during  the  discussion  of
Trafficking of Persons Bill  likewise declared that empathy has ended in India
(145).

A different set of hasty generalizations were used by proponents of death penalty
for criminals convicted of rape of minors, when other arguments ran out of fuel
during the discussion of  Criminal  Laws Amendment  Bill.  They imposed their



personal  opinions as  the opinions of  all  others,  creating the impression that
everyone wanted what they wanted, although having no proof of it. Srimati Butta
Renuka said that all women felt that rapists of minors deserved no punishment
other than death (273). Srimati Meenakshi Lekhi likewise declared that the ones
opposing death penalty will support the same if tragedy strikes their own homes
(277).
Again,  a  different  set  of  hasty  generalizations  were  observed  during  the
discussion on the Trafficking of Persons Bill regarding the nature of work that is
prostitution. Several parliamentarians found it impossible to believe that a woman
might engage in prostitution by her own free will. They saw the necessity of their
being some compulsion. Parliamentarian Supriya Sule pointed the compulsion as
often being an economic one and said, “This is not something that she does out of
choice. She does that either to feed her children or to protect her family. Why else
would she do it?” (175). Sri Dharambir (181) and Shrimati Lekhi were of the same
opinion- each and every woman abides by, and has no intent of questioning, the
laid down norms for engaging in sexual activity; if the norms were violated, that is
because the woman was compelled. This reasoning forces down a set of moral
values  on every  woman without  their  consent.  Worse  still,  it  invisiblizes  the
women who might not accept these set of morals and might freely choose to
engage in prostitution. The moral nature of the argument is made clear by Srimati
Lekhi’s statement, “If I do not want my children to go, how can I tell somebody
else’s children to go? It is not a trade; it is not a profession and the country thinks
very strongly that this is not a profession” (187). How she knew what the country
thought, remains an open question.

Misquotes, Irrelevant Statements and Fiery Speeches
A different kind of fallacy- strawman, was observed where some parliamentarians
changed  what  another  parliamentarian  had  actually  said  and  attacked  the
changed, and easier to attack, version of the argument. While it is difficult to
conclude  if  the  parliamentarians  changed  their  fellow  members’  statements
willingly to make their arguments weak or it occurred as a result of genuine
miscommunication,  strawmans  always  degrade  the  quality  of  debate.  For
example,  during  the  discussion  on  the  Trafficking  of  Persons  Bill,  Srimati
Meenakhshi  Lekhi  criticized  Dr  Shashi  Tharoor’s  apparent  opinion  that  the
rescued should be sent back to their families (185).
But in actuality, the parliamentarian never said the same and had just pointed out
that the rescued victims kept in shelter homes are sometimes forcefully kept away



from  their  families.  Sometimes  the  parliamentarians  apparently  provided
reasonings and logics to support their arguments, but in reality, those reasonings
and logics had no link with the conclusions of their arguments. This is the fallacy
of  irrelevant  conclusion.  The  supporters  of  death  penalty  for  rapists  used
irrelevant  conclusions too.  Parliamentarian Ravindra Babu termed the rapists
“psychotics and maniacs” and gave that as a reason to justify their death penalty
(254). However, if indeed the rapists are ‘psychotics and maniacs’ and mentally
unstable, they become less criminal and more worthy of medical treatment in
place of punishment.
Another  tactic  that  the  supporters  resorted  to  was  stirring  up  emotions  as
apparent valid reasons and premises behind their arguments. They said that since
it felt right, it is right. Professor Saugata Roy said that he had asked himself if he
was right in supporting death penalty for child rapists and his conscience told him
yes, he was; therefore, he said that the bill was no way blood thirsty and only just
(244). Shrimati Supriya Sadanand Sule agreed with Prof. Saugata saying that she
was wondering if the law was regressive, but then she imagined herself and her
child in the place of the victim, felt what a victim would, and knew that it wasn’t
(270).
Parliamentarian Neoning Erring said, “…in the recent cases of Unnao and Kathua
where we really felt bad” (293) and therefore death penalty was justified. Another
way the fallacy of appeal to emotion is used is by stirring up feelings of guilt and
pity and suppressing logical thought and speech (Tindale 2007: 113-116). As an
example, we can look at what Shrimati Maneka Gandhi said while discussing the
Trafficking of Persons Bill, where she puts forward a hypothetical worst -case
scenario and says we have no institutions or processes to improve the situation
other than passing the bill:
How then can we sit silent and let women and children be bought and sold like
slaves? When an 11-year old Tara is trafficked from her village, sold into bonded
labor, beaten and burnt by her owner, how do we save her? When she is sold for
marriage to a 45-year old man and raped every day for months, how do we save
her? We have no institutions and no processes to do so. (116)

False Causes and False Assumptions
Another fallacy that was used is the post hoc fallacy. Here two things are assumed
to have a causal relation between them just because they happen together. This
often leads to an oversimplification of problems and misunderstanding of causes.
This is often used to pin the blame of new societal problems on certain new



changes in the society which might be positive.
Sri  Harish  Meena  for  example,  during  the  debate  on  the  Criminal  Laws
Amendment Bill said that crimes against women are increasing because of social
media, television and pornography. But he made no attempt to explain how the
causal  relation  worked  (291).  In  some  cases,  the  premises  used  by
parliamentarians to support their  arguments are simply false.  They can be a
result of misconceptions, wrong assumptions, mistakes or deliberate falsehoods.
These arguments contain the fallacy of false presumption. For example, during
the debate on Maternity Benefit Bill, Shrimati M. Vasanthi stated that there are
more women than men in the country (124). During the debate on the Criminal
Acts Amendment Bill, parliamentarian Ravindra Babu shared his thought that the
women who are victims of rape “will never remain human beings” (255). The
largest number of ‘misconceptions’ surrounded transgenders. Kumar Bharatendra
Singh asked why we so many transgenders in India-  much larger than their
proportion in the world while there is no statistical basis of the claim. Another
interesting misconception was seen in the speech of parliamentarian Ravindra
Babu during the same debate who said, “When they prefer the same sex for their
partnership, that is the first sign of a transgender”, and completely mixed up
gender identity with sexual orientation. The above shows how transgenders and
other persons from the LGBTQ community have been completely sidelined and
suppressed; so much so that glaring misconceptions regarding them exist among
people’s  representatives  and lawmakers  who are  making laws for  them,  and
hardly anyone points it out when those are exposed in the highest forum of debate
in the country.

Related Works
Since  parliaments  are  the  highest  forums  of  debates  and  the  records  of
parliamentary debates are easily accessible, a large amount of research work
surrounding  parliamentary  debates  and  discussion  exist.  In  many  cases,
computerized textual analysis was performed. However, the tools of analysis used
in  researches  vary  widely.  In  a  work  titled  ‘Analysis  of  Speeches  in  Indian
Parliamentary Debates’ by Sakala Venkata Krishna Rohit and Navjyoti Singh, an
attempt is made to provide a dataset for the synopsis of Indian parliamentary
debates and perform stance classification of speeches. Javed Ahmed Bhatt in his
work titled ‘Disruption in Proceedings of Indian Parliament: an Exploratory Study’
analyses the extent and role of disruptions in Indian Parliamentary proceedings.
Jennifer  E.  Cheng  tried  to  understand  Anti-Racist  Discourse  with  regard  to



Muslims in the Australian Parliament using the tool of Critical Discourse Analysis
in her work titled ‘Anti-racist Discourse on Muslims in the Australian Parliament’.
Likewise, several other woks attempt to throw light on a variety of issues using
the discussions in parliaments using various tools. Very few however use ‘logical
fallacies’ as the scope to look at parliamentary debates. The only other work
which  could  be  found  to  be  using  logical  fallacies  as  a  tool  to  analysis
parliamentary  debates  was  one  titled  ‘Analysis  of  Fallacies  in  Croatian
Parliamentary Debate’ by Gabrijela Kišiček & Davor Stanković of University of
Zagreb. It tries to understand the overall tendency of parliamentarians to commit
logical fallacies and if and how differences in the same exist with regard party
lines and official position. It uses a much more
quantitative approach and is less engaged in attempting to throw light on other
social issues using the analysis of fallacies. The tool of logical fallacies have been
widely used however by media outlets to analyze discourse outside the parliament
like speeches by politicians, reports and other documents.

Conclusion
On the whole, 11 Red Herrings were committed in the debates taken into account.
12  Slippery  Slopes,  8  Ad  Hominems,  24  Hasty  Generalizations,  3  Strawman
fallacies, 4 Irrelevant Conclusions, 4 Appeal to Emotions, 1 Post Hoc Fallacy and
9 False Presumptions were also committed. It must be remembered that only the
written  records  of  the  debates  were  analyzed,  where  by  and large  only  the
statements of the members recognized by speaker are included. If the analysis
occurred based on videos, the number of fallacies found might have been higher.
It is very difficult to know if members actually knew that they were committing
fallacies and not making any true contribution to the discussion of the house
while committing them. A parliamentarian might commit a red herring fallacy
during the discussion on a bill in his attempt to put forward a point he couldn’t
put  forward during the Zero Hour.  A parliamentarian might  commit  a  hasty
generalization believing that is not a generalization but a scientific truth.
However, these breaks in the logical chain of parliamentarians help us get a
glimpse of their inner thoughts and assumptions, and through the understanding
of those in our representatives, we can try to understand the same of our country.

Many have recently commented that a quality of debate in the houses of the
parliament has fallen [viii] . The veracity of the opinion can be tested through a
comparative  analysis  of  debates  under  the  light  of  logical  fallacies.  Our

http://rozenbergquarterly.com/issa-proceedings-2010-analysis-of-fallacies-in-croatian-parliamentary-debate/
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representatives in the parliament make the laws of the country and many of them
are also involved in policy making and implementation. Hence it is important for
us to pay adequate attention to them and their ideas, and also point out their
mistakes when committed and strive for better service on their part. An important
tool to help us in the same can be an understanding of logical fallacies.

Notes
1. Aristotle was the first to begin categorizing fallacies in a systematic way, first
under the title of ‘sophistical refutations’, in a work of that title which provided a
list of 13 fallacies, and later with a revised list in ‘The Rhetoric’. There is also a
treatment of fallacy in his work ‘Prior Analytics’.
2. Fallacies are largely classified into formal and informal fallacies. This paper
deals with informal fallacies because no formal fallacy could be found in the
relevant texts. Informal fallacies are the ones mostly committed during verbal
speeches.
3. The list only includes those fallacies which were found in the relevant texts.
There are a large number of other recognized fallacies.
4.  The verbatims of  the parliamentarians’  speeches are recorded during Lok
S a b h a  p r o c e e d i n g s  a n d  a r e  m a d e  a v a i l a b l e  i n
http://loksabhaph.nic.in/Debates/textofdebate.aspx within a few days. The records
mostly only include the speeches of the speakers recognized by the honorable
Speaker of Lok Sabha and are subject to his/her demands for deletion and edition
of content. Recordings of each day of Lok Sabha proceedings are
available  in  separate  documents.  The  discussion  regarding  the  Maternity
Benefit  (Amendment)  Bill  is  available  in
http://loksabhaph.nic.in/Debates/textofdebate.aspx?tab=1&lsno=16.  The  debate
on  the  Criminal  Law  (Amendment)  Bill  is  available  in
http://loksabhaph.nic.in/Debates/textofdebate.aspx?tab=1&lsno=16.  The  debate
on the Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill is
available  in  http://loksabhaph.nic.in/Debates/textofdebate.aspx?tab=1&lsno=16.
The debate on the Rights of Transgender Persons Bill which occurred on 29 April
2 0 1 6  i s  a v a i l a b l e
in  http://loksabhaph.nic.in/Debates/textofdebate.aspx?tab=1&lsno=16.  The
debate on the Rights of Transgender Persons Bill which occurred on 26 February
2 0 1 6  i s  a v a i l a b l e
in  http://loksabhaph.nic.in/Debates/textofdebate.aspx?tab=1&lsno=16.  The
parent website where the documents are available is  maintained by National
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Informatics Centre (NIC).
5. The percentage is the percentage of words out of the total number of words of
her full speech she had used up in the Red Herring.
6. The numbers within brackets represent the page number of the document
which contains the debate where the relevant speech can be found.
7. In all  cases where the date is not mentioned, debate or discussion on the
Transgender Persons Bill refers to the Lok Sabha debate on the bill which took
place on 29 April, 2016.
8. On 1 January 2019 the prime minister of India, Sri Narendra Modi told the
news agency ANI in an interview that the quality of debates in the Lok Sabha is
decreasing.  Many  other  groups  and  public  figures  have  expressed  similar
opinions.
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